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Abstract
Observational studies suggest an association between diets rich in whole grains
(WG) and a decrease in inflammatory markers. Yet, this is not clearly supported by the
conflicting, limited number of interventional studies, few of which have included markers
of cell-mediated immunity, the important functional readout of the immune system.
Furthermore, WG consumption is often accompanied by weight loss, which may impact
immune and inflammatory markers independent of a WG effect. This study was
designed to maintain weight while investigating the effect of a WG rich diet versus
refined grains (RG) on immune and inflammatory responses, gut microbiota, and
microbial products. Following a 2-wk provided-food run-in period, 49 men and 32 postmenopausal women (40-65 y, BMI < 35 kg/m2) were randomly assigned to one of two
provided-food weight-maintenance diets for 6 wk. The diets differed in WG and fiber
contents (WG [n=41]: 207±39 g WG/d, 40±5 g fiber/d; or RG [n=40]: 0 g WG/d, 21±3 g
fiber/d), but were similar in energy and meal structure. Relative abundances of gut
bacteria were measured using DNA extracted from stool samples collected at the end of
the run-in phase (PRE) and end of 6 wk of intervention (POST), and by high-throughput
sequencing of amplicons of the V4 region of the 16S rDNA gene. To assess the impact
of WG on immune and inflammatory markers we measured a panel of inflammatory
markers, as well as phenotypic, and functional aspects of the immune system. Adherence
to study diets was assessed by measuring biomarkers of WG intake, plasma
alkylresorcinols (ARs), at PRE and POST study periods. We observed a significant
increase in PRE to POST plasma ARs concentration in the WG group, and the PRE to
POST change in plasma C19:0 (p=1.58 x 10-14), C21:0 (p=4.10 x 10-13), C23:0 (p=9.10 x
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10 ), and total ARs (p =5.29 x 10 ) was significantly higher in the WG compared to
the RG. Consumption of WG versus RG significantly increased stool weight
(p=1.77x10-7) and frequency (p=0.02). We noted a modest effect on gut microbiota and
short chain fatty acid (SCFA): WG consumption resulted a significant increase in PRE to
POST change in the SCFA-producer Lachnospira and decrease in the pro-inflammatory
Enterobacteriaceae (FDR-corrected p=0.25) compared to RG. Moreover, we found a
PRE to POST increase in total stool SCFA (p=0.05), and acetate (p=0.02) in WG versus
RG. At week 6, Lachnospira positively associated with acetate (FDR-corrected p=0.002)
and butyrate (FDR-corrected p=0.005). Of the peripheral and stool immune and
inflammatory markers investigated, WG relative to RG had significantly more change in
total effector memory T cells (p=0.03) and LPS-stimulated ex vivo production of TNF-α
(p=0.04). These changes positively associated with plasma ARs concentrations,
suggesting that the observed effects resulted from higher WG consumption. In summary,
6 week consumption of a diet rich in WG compared to RG, when dietary components and
body weight are kept constant, increased stool weight and frequency, populations of some
beneficial bacteria, percentage of total effector memory T cells, and acute innate immune
response; while having no effect on other measures of cell-mediated immunity or
systemic and stool inflammatory markers. Supported by General Mills and USDA
contract # 58-1950-0-014.!
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Statement of the Problem and Significance
The immune system plays a role in both health protection and disease
pathogenesis [1, 2] with the inflammatory response as its first line of defense. In shortterm acute inflammation, cytokines are generated to contain the infection, prevent
pathogen spreading, promote tissue healing, and help resume homeostasis, which is
beneficial. However, chronic inflammation, or deregulated, prolonged overproduction of
inflammatory cytokines has been observed in persons with obesity and type II diabetes
(T2D) [3, 4]. Chronic inflammation has been reported to be present in many chronic
diseases such as cardiovascular disease (CVD), cancer, arthritis, and chronic respiratory
problems [2]. Thus, while acute inflammation has a healing effect in acute diseases or
infections, chronic inflammation is associated with chronic disease development and
progression. This is important because chronic disease is the number one cause of death
and disability in the United States. Treatment of chronic diseases accounts for 75% of
the nation’s health care spending, estimated to account for over $2.3 trillion spend in
2008 [5]. Recently it has been suggested that the association between chronic
inflammation and chronic diseases may be closely related to the change in gut microbiota
[6].
Epidemiologic studies suggest that dietary food patterns and components of food
can impact the risk of developing chronic diseases. For example, diets rich in whole
grains (WG) may be associated with a decrease of chronic, low-grade inflammationrelated diseases such as CVD, T2D, certain types of cancer, and all-cause mortality.
Therefore, the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) recommends that an
average American man or woman consuming 2,000 kcal per day should consume a
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recommended 6 servings of grains per day and at least half should come from a WG
source. Unfortunately, only 8% of US adults meet this recommendation. Whole grains
are an important part of the diet because they provide nutrients that are in short supply
elsewhere in the diet: dietary fiber, resistant starch, trace minerals, and certain vitamins.
In addition, WG contain bioactive phytochemicals, particularly phenolic compounds,
many of which have anti-inflammatory properties.
While WG’s are a recommended part of the diet, we know little about the effect
of WG intake on immune function, specifically T cell mediated immunity and gut
inflammatory responses. Thus far, studies that have investigated the effect of WG and
gut microbiota composition are few and controversial. As such, there remains a need to
establish how WG impact immune function, gut health, and also gut microbiota and
microbial products, such as short-chain fatty acids (SCFA). By studying the gut
microbiota and their microbial products, we can provide insight into understanding the
mechanism by which WG modulate host biological functions.
Of the limited number of randomized control trials investigating the effect of WG
on gut microbiota, some are accompanied with weight loss, which can also influence the
immune system. To date, there are three WG intervention studies that investigated the
effect of WG on gut microbiota and indexes of immunity and they have reported
discrepant results [7-9]. All the three studies only provided the grain component of
meals, whether in partial or total daily doses. Two studies reported an increase in
microbial diversity for specific bacterial taxa and a decrease in inflammatory cytokines,
while the third study reported no significant change in either gut microbiota or immune
function indexes.
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To summarize, there are no dietary intervention studies on the impact of whole
grain on gut microbiota diversity, immune response, and inflammation in which all food
has been provided to the participants and participants’ weight has been controlled.
Hence, further investigation is needed to determine the association between WG, gut
microbiota and immune function in metabolically healthy adults. The overall objective
of this dissertation is to determine the impact of WG consumption on gut microbiota and
immune response and risk factors for cardiovascular diseases in healthy adults with
various body compositions. Understanding the effect of WG on immune function will
expand our knowledge on the health benefits from the intake of WG, which can be used
to implement dietary guidance. Furthermore, insight into the underlying mechanisms of
the biological effects of WG will be gained.
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Statement of Hypothesis
!

The objective of this thesis is to investigate the effects of WG on innate and
adaptive immune responses and inflammatory status, and determine the underlying
mechanism. The central hypothesis of this project is that dietary WG will improve
immune function and decrease inflammation. Further, we hypothesize these effects of
WG are mediated through changes in commensal gut microbiota and/or their production
of SCFA. This hypothesis will be tested through the following specific aims:
Specific Aim 1a: Determine the changes in systemic immune and
inflammatory responses in adults after consumption of refined or whole grains. The
primary outcome is T cell function as determined by measuring delayed type
hypersensitivity response (DTH) and lymphocyte proliferation. Our secondary outcomes
are natural killer (NK) cell function and immune cell cytokine responses. We will also
determine the phenotype of immune cells, and concentrations of plasma cytokines and
salivary immunoglobulin A (IgA).
Specific Aim 1b: Determine the changes in gut inflammatory status and
permeability in adults after consumption of refined or whole grains. The primary
outcome is gut inflammatory status as determined by measuring stool cytokines and stool
IgA. Our secondary outcome is gut permeability as determined by measuring plasma
lipopolysaccharide binding protein (LBP).
Specific Aim 1c: Determine the effect of WG on gut microbiota and
microbial products in adults after consumption of refined or whole grains. The
primary outcome is gut microbiota determined by 16S rRNA sequencing of fecal
samples. Our secondary outcomes are SCFA levels, aerobic to anaerobic ratio, and stool
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pH. The changes in these parameters will be correlated to the observed changes in
immune and inflammatory responses.
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Chapter I:
Literature review
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Introduction
The immune system plays a role in both health protection and disease
pathogenesis [1, 2] with the inflammatory response as its first line of defense. While
short-term acute inflammation is beneficial, chronic inflammation has been observed in a
variety of chronic diseases such as cardiovascular disease (CVD), cancer, and type 2
diabetes [2]. The initiation and progression of chronic diseases is governed by a complex
interplay of genetic and multiple lifestyle influences of which diet is a major modifiable
risk factor. Whole grains are important because there is a substantial body of evidence
supporting the association between higher WG consumption and a reduced risk for the
development of chronic diseases [10-15]. One possible explanation is that
phytochemicals found within the bran and the germ of WG may be exerting antioxidant
and anti-inflammatory effects [16, 17]. In addition, WG provide indigestible
carbohydrates that can modulate the composition of the gut microbiota, which suggests a
role of the microbiota in ameliorating gut or systemic inflammation. While these benefits
of WG on gut microbiota and immune responses have been hypothesized, there is a lack
of causal evidence around how WG exert their beneficial effects, which we will aim to
provide.
In this review, we will summarize the existing evidence and identify the gap in
knowledge regarding the effect of WG on immune function and gut microbiota. First
we will review the components of the WG, their potential to shape the gut microbiota,
and the effects of the gut microbiota on the innate and adaptive immune systems. We
will then discuss bacterial metabolites that have the potential of modifying both the
local environment and immune responses. The final sections of this review will
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address the multidirectional interaction between the diet, immune system, and the gut
microbiota.

Whole Grain Anatomy
It is useful to analyze the anatomy of the WG to better understand how they
provide complex carbohydrates, trace minerals, vitamins, phenolic compounds, bioactive
phytochemicals, and antioxidants [10]. Whole grains are composed of three regions, the
endosperm, germ, and bran (figure 1.1). The endosperm, also called the kernel, makes
up the bulk of the seed and is comprised mainly of starch and small amounts of protein
and B vitamins. The germ is the smallest part of the grain, it is the part from which the
new plant sprouts from, it is a concentrated source of nutrients it contains lipids, proteins,
some soluble carbohydrates, trace minerals, vitamins E and B, antioxidants and
phytochemicals. The bran is the outer layer of the seed, it contains most of the nondigestible carbohydrates also called fiber, but also contains vitamins, minerals, and
polyphenolic compounds [18]. In wheat, the most important non-digestible
carbohydrates are the non-starch polycaccharides (NSP), arabinoxylans which represent
50% of dietary fibers, and mixed-linkage β-glucan, fructans, and cellulose [19]. With the
exception of arabinoxylans, which are a major component of the endosperm cell wall, the
majority of non-digestible carbohydrates are found in decreasing amounts from the most
outer layer of the grain to the endosperm [20]. The compositions of the grain, as well as
its structures, differ from grain to grain with wheat and rye being more similar than oats
barley, and corn [21-23].
In addition to differences between different types of grains, grains can differ in
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whether they are refined or WG food products. To get to a refined grain, whole grains
go through a refining process in which the grain is stripped from the outer tissues,
eliminating approximately 58% of non-digestible carbohydrates. This is important
because diets rich in WG have been associated with a decrease in chronic diseases such
as CVD, T2D, certain types of cancer, and all-cause mortality [12-14, 24-30].
Conversely, diets high in refined grains have been associated with metabolic and
inflammatory diseases.

Impact of Whole Grains on the Large Intestine Microbiota
Each day, approximately 20-60 g of non-digestible carbohydrates escape
digestion by host enzymes and reach the colon indigested [31]. Non-digestible
carbohydrates have been suggested to confer health benefits directly by acting as an
energy source for the growth of specific microbial species, or indirectly via their
fermentation into SCFA, gases and other metabolites. The bacteria in the large intestine
can reach 1011-1012 cells per gram, which is approximately 10-fold greater than the
number of cells in the human body [32]. Not surprisingly, colonic bacteria have a larger
repertoire of degrading enzymes than humans. Therefore, food components that are
indigestible by human enzymes provide substrates for intestinal microbial metabolism.
In this way, the type of grain in the diet may have a profound impact in shaping the
microenvironment of the gut.
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Intestinal Microbiota
The intestinal microbiota is a collection of microbes that reside in the GI tract and
is comprised of over 1,000 different species that contribute 3.3 million unique microbial
genes in the GI tract of humans [33]. The human intestinal microbiota is highly variable
at lower taxonomic levels; however, there are four dominant phyla: Firmicutes,
Bacteroidetes, Actinobacteria, and Proteobacteria [33, 34]. Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes
account for over 90% of the bacterial population in the colon, while Actinobacteria and
Proteobacteria are present regularly but make up a small percentage of the microbiota
[35]. The GI microbiota plays a critical role in protecting the host from infections. It can
directly protect the host from pathogenic bacteria by preventing their attachment via
colonization resistance, as well as by outcompeting pathogens for nutrients, and
maintaining an appropriate intestinal pH [36]. The intestinal microbiota provides the host
with enhanced metabolic capacities, meaning they contain enzymes to hydrolyze
undigested macronutrients such as complex carbohydrates to produce energy, microbial
metabolites, or vitamins.

The Effect of Whole Grains on Intestinal Microbiota
De Filippo et al. [37] compared the fecal microbiota of children living in a small
African village of Boulpon in Burkina Faso and the microbiota of children living in an
urban area of Florence, Italy. The Burkina Faso diet consists primary of cereals (such as
millet grain, sorghum), legumes, vegetables, and seasonal consumption of chicken and
termites. Therefore, the Burkina Faso diet is low in fat and animal protein, and rich in
starch, fiber, and plant polysaccharides. In contrast, the Florence diet is a typical western
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diet high in animal protein, sugar, starch, and fat, and low in fiber. In agreement with
previous studies, the majority of the sequences found in both groups belonged to the
bacterial phyla Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes, Actinobacteria, and Proteobacteria [34].
Overall, the rural African children had higher microbial richness and biodiversity. At the
phyla level rural African children had a decrease in Firmicutes, an increase in
Bacteroidetes. At the genera level, rural African children contained Prevotella and
Xylanibacter, which were completely lacking in the microbiota of the European children.
It is generally accepted that a diet rich in fiber is associated with Prevotella and a diet
high in animal protein and fat correlates with Bacteroides [38, 39].
To understand the effect of WG on gut microbiota, an in vitro study evaluated the
microbiota modulatory effects of whole oat grain flakes and reported an increase in
Bifidobacterium populations and an increase in SCFA [40]. Moreover, a more recent in
vitro study, utilizing a fermentative system stimulating the human colon, investigated the
prebiotic effect of whole grain rye (WGR), whole grain wheat (WGW), and barley milled
grain (BMG) flour. WGR and WGW increased concentrations of Bifidobacterium and
Lactobacilli bacteria. All flours significantly increased the production of SCFA [41].
Corroborating these results, Shen et al. utilizing a similar in vitro system, reported an
increase in Bifidobacterium, Lactobacilli, and Ruminococcus spp, Eubacterium rectaleClostridium coccoides, and Faecalibacterium prausnitzii [42].
There are also several human intervention studies that have investigated the effect
of WG breakfast cereals or flakes on gut microbial composition [43-45]. In a controlled
feeding study, after a 3-wk intervention with maize-based WG breakfast cereals, fecal
bifidobacteria levels increased [43]. Authors also reported a similar, non-significant,
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increase of Lactobacillus/Enterococcus numbers in both the WG group and refined
grain group. Similar results were observed by Costabile et al. [44], who compared the
effect of WG wheat cereal with wheat bran (WB) cereals in a controlled study.
Interestingly, the increase of bifidobacteria and Lactobacillus/Enterococcus was
significantly higher in the WG group compared to the WB group. In contrast, Lappi et al.
[45] who investigated the effect of WG rye bread on the microbiota composition
compared to white bread, observed no difference in microbial composition between the
two groups, although the microbiota within the refined grain group changed during the 12
weeks of intervention. In this group there was a decrease in Bacteroidetes, which
corroborates previous findings associating Bacteroidetes with diets high in fiber. Walker
et al. [46] asked the necessary question of whether the same dietary changes elicit similar
changes in the gut of different individuals, and they found that the microbiota-induced
changes in response to diet depended on the initial microbial composition of an
individual.
Whole grains are the main contributor of dietary fiber and contain a plethora of
minerals, vitamins, and phytochemicals. It is often difficult to ascribe the protective
effects on health to a particular constituent. This can be appreciated as in the refining
process wheat flour collectively loses 93% of ferulic acid, 92% of selenium, 89% of
antioxidant activity, 83% of phenolic compounds and magnesium, 79% of flavonoids,
zinc, and vitamin E, 78% zeaxanthin, 58% of fiber, and 51% lutein [16, 47]. Previous
studies have investigated the specific parts of the grain, such as the bran, and reported
beneficial effects in the group provided with the WG. However, it is likely that the
additive and synergistic effect of WG constituents is responsible for their associated
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health benefits. In addition, previous studies have added the grain to specific meals
only, such as breakfast, or specific food items, such as bread. To build on the current
body of evidence, our study will include WG food items in all meals, breakfast, lunch,
and dinner. Finally, previous studies have not completely controlled the diet. Our study
will provide all meals to participants throughout the duration of the study.

Innate and Adaptive Immune Function are Influenced by the Gastrointestinal
Microbiota

The Immune System
Immune responses can be classified into two categories, i.e., innate and adaptive
immunity. Innate immune cells, after recognition of a pathogen, stimulate the production
of effector lipid and proteins, and other molecules. These molecules induce the acute
phase response and promote the differentiation of CD4+ T helper lymphocytes (Th cells)
from naïve CD4+ T cells [48]. Once Th cells are activated, they coordinate an acquired
immune response by promoting intracellular killing of pathogens or pathogen-infected
cells, antibody production, and clonal expansion of cytotoxic CD8+ T lymphocytes.
Collective evidence has established four CD4+ Th cell subsets: type 1 CD4+ T-helper
(Th1), type 2 CD4+ T-helper (Th2), Th17, and CD4+CD25+ T regulator (Treg) cells [49,
50]. The differentiation of the different T cell subtypes depends on the balance of various
cytokines as shown in figure 1.2. Interleukin (IL)-12, IL-4, IL-23, and transforming
growth factor-β (TGF-β) are the cytokines that drive the differentiation of Th1, Th2, Th17,
Treg subsets, respectively [49]. Helper T cells are classified into these subsets based on
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their pattern of cytokine secretion [50]. For the most part, interferon-γ (IFN- γ) is
considered the Th1 signature cytokine and promotes macrophage phagocytosis.
Collectively, Th1 cells are thought to initiate tissue damage. The signature Th2 cytokine
is IL-4 and, along with other cytokines, inhibits the maturation of macrophages [48]. The
signature Th17 cytokine is IL-17 and, along with other cytokines, plays a critical role in
the clearance of extracellular bacterial and fungi infections; it is also involved in the
development of autoimmune diseases. The signature Treg cytokine is TGF-β, which
inhibits autoimmunity and protects against tissue damage by suppressing inflammatory
responses. Th1, and Th2 cells have reciprocal functions. For example, IL-12 while
stimulating the production of IFN- γ, curtails the production of IL-4. In addition, Th1
cytokines stimulate macrophages while Th2 cytokines inhibit macrophages. The presence
of both Th1 and Th2 cytokines reduce the production of IL-17 [49, 51-55]. The proinflammatory responses of Th17 are also counterbalanced by Tregs. Recent studies have
shown that not only the Th1/ Th2 imbalance but also the Th17/Treg imbalance contributes
to the progression of chronic diseases such as coronary syndrome, and T2D [56-58].

Intestinal Microbiota and Immune System
The microbial communities in the GI tract significantly influence health, as
individual bacterial species and their metabolites can induce the differentiation of
different type of immune cells and responses. As shown in figure 1.3, the carbohydrate
source of a diet can affect the composition of the microbiota, which can potentially shape
the immune system and immune responses [32, 38].
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Emerging evidence suggests that immunological deregulation is a result of a
dysbiosis of the gut microbiota. The gut microbiota has been shown to play a major role
in the modulation of both the intestinal and systemic immune systems [7, 59-62]. The
importance of the intestinal microbiota in maintaining the appropriate function of the
immune system has been investigated in gnotobiotic studies, which revealed that the
immune system of gnotobiotic mice was impaired resulting in decreased IgA secretion,
number and function of lymphocytes, and reduced microbial metabolites. Maier et al.
[63] reported that when gnotobiotic mice were pre-inoculated with Bifidobacterium
adolescentis, and/or Escherichia coli and then challenged with Shigella flexneri, the
colonization of Shigella flexneri was inhibited. Interestingly, when the gnotobiotic mice
were pre-inoculated with Bacteroids fragilis only, a dominant strain in the intestines,
Shigella flexneri was not inhibited. From previous work the authors reported that the
inhibition of Shigella flexneri requires both an increase in SCFA and a low pH. In vitro,
these conditions were met when Bifidobacterium adolescentis was cultured, but only met
by Bacteroids fragilis under certain culture conditions. Moving on to the effect of the
microbiota on aspects of the immune system, recent studies in gnotobiotic mice reported
differences in the differentiation of T cell populations compared to that of conventional
mice [64-66]. Differences reported between these conventional mice compared to the
gnotobiotic mice include, an increase differentiation of CD4+CD62L+ T cells, which are
classified as effector T cells and are important for mounting an immune response to an
invading pathogen [64]. Taken together, these studies suggest that in mice, microbiota
interacts with the host’s systemic immune system to shape the differentiation of T cell
populations, which in-turn determines the immune response. Furthermore, gut
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microbiota has been shown to play a major role in innate immunity by modulating the
immune response of the gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT). The GALT maintains
mucosal homeostasis by combating pathogens as well as by educating immune cells to
commensal microbes; thereby, preventing a state of chronic inflammation. The GALT
produces large amounts of IgA, which binds to pathogens and prevents their translocation
into the gastrointestinal lumen [67]. In mice, the consumption of rice bran altered the gut
microbiota, by increasing Lactobacillus, and IgA concentrations [68].
The lamina propria of the small intestine is mainly composed of Th17 and Treg
cells [69]. Th17 cells accumulate in the gut and have been shown to protect the host from
pathogenic bacteria and fungi by producing the pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-17 [70].
As previously noted, the balance between Treg and Th17 is imperative as Treg cells
attenuate the inflammatory response of Th17 cells. The composition of intestinal bacteria
has been found to affect the balance of these two cell types. In vivo, the colonization
with Clostridium clusters IV (C. leptumI) and XIVa (C. coccoides), and polysaccharide A
(PSA) of B. fragiles increased the population of Treg cells in the gut and the periphery
[71-73]. This increase in Treg cells resulted in a substantial increase of IL-10 in multiple
mouse organs including the liver, lung, and spleen [71]. The anti-inflammatory effects of
B. infantis were observed in a human intervention study, in which healthy volunteers
were fed B. infantis for 6-8 weeks. There was a decrease in LPS-stimulated TNF-α and
IL-6 production in peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMCs) of the treatment group
compared to the control [74]. These findings suggest that the colonization of the GI tract
with certain bacterial species affects extra-intestinal immune status.
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Intestinal Bacterial Metabolites and the Immune System
The beneficial immunomodulatory effects, while specific to some bacteria and not
others, are not exclusively seen in one bacterial genus. Therefore, these effects are likely
mediated though a common factor produced by many bacterial species [75-77]. There
are several bacterial species that can breakdown non-digestible carbohydrates into
oligosaccharides, which are further fermented into SCFA. The main SCFA produced in
the large intestine are acetate, propionate, and butyrate. The ability to produce SCFA
from WG was first demonstrated in rodents, pigs, as well as in in vitro studies using
human GI digestion simulation systems and fecal samples [23, 40, 78]. These bacterial
metabolites are believed to have beneficial effects to the host as they provide fuel to
intestinal cells and act as signaling molecules for the intestinal epithelium. Consequently,
SCFA play a major role in maintaining gut homeostasis by promoting cell repair and
turnover, and increasing mucus [79] and IgA production [80]. Compromised intestinal
epithelium allows for the translocation of bacteria and/or their products such as
lipopolysaccharide, as well as food antigens, which may lead to an inappropriate immune
response.
Acetate accounts for approximately two-thirds of the produced SCFA and is
formed by many bacteria groups that reside in the colon, whereas the number of bacteria
that can produce propionate and butyrate is more restricted [81]. Short chain fatty acids
are rapidly absorbed in the proximal colon; therefore, detected SCFA in fecal samples
accounts for only 5-10% of the SCFA produced [82]. Several studies have shown that βglucan and arabinoxylans present in WG matrix can be regulatory factors of SCFA
production in the large intestine. In fact, De Filippo et al. [37] observed higher
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abundance of total SCFA in fecal samples of the rural African children compared to the
European children, suggesting that a diet rich in WG might select for SCFA-producing
bacteria.
More recently, arabinoxylan-rich cereal-based diet was found to stimulate the
production of butyrate in the large intestine of pigs to a larger extent than a diet with
equal amounts of dietary fiber and in the form of resistant starch [23]. In contrast, studies
in rats and pigs fed a arabinoxylan-rich fraction from wheat did not show increase in
butyrate but did show an increase in total SCFA and a decrease in pH [17, 83].
Interestingly, arabinoxylan was found to be a good source for acetate, while wheat bran
favored propionate and butyrate production [83]. In a study using arabinoxylans
concentrated isolated form wheat reported a decrease in pH, mainly in the cecum.
However, when arabynoxylans was provided in the form of WG food, decreased pH was
found in both cecum and the proximal colon. These observations indicate that intestinal
pH plays a crucial role in the balance between acetate and butyrate production, this may
be the key factor as to why arabinoxylans fermentation under some conditions leads to
increased butyrate production.
Ex vivo treatment of colon biopsies with butyrate decreased pro-inflammatory
cytokine expression by inhibiting nuclear factor- κB (NF-κB) translocation into the
nucleus [76]. Butyrate and other SCFA can modulate immune responses directly by
binding specific G-protein-coupled receptors (GPRs) found on the surface of immune
cells [77]. SCFA inhibition of NF-κB and interaction with GPR43 could be the
molecular mechanisms that account for the effects of a high fiber diet on immune
responses. In addition to inhibiting NF-κB, SCFA increase colonic Tregs, and their
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development is associated with an increase in Tregs in the periphery [77]. In vivo and
in vitro treatment with propionate increased Tregs numbers and IL-10 concentrations
[77]. SCFA provide a mechanism of how WG may shape local and systemic immune
function and responses.

The Multidirectional Interaction between the Diet, Immune System, and the Gut
Microbiota
The relationships between diet and microbiota, and between microbiota and
chronic disease, suggest that there should be a potential role for dietary recommendations
aimed to alter the microbiota and improve health. Considerable evidence indicates that
WG maintain gut-associated and systemic immune homeostasis, and shape inflammatory
responses. A mechanism by which WG may confer their benefits is through the
modulation of the gut microbiota and/or microbial metabolites [7, 62]. Several studies
have shown that diets high in WG are associated with a decrease in IL-6, CRP, and TNFα [13, 84-88] (Table 1.1). However, direct evidence is needed to make recommendation
for increasing WG intake to reduce the risk of chronic diseases.
There have been four controlled studies that investigated the effect of WG
consumption and inflammatory responses (Table 1.2). Anderson et al. studied 30
participants (22 post-menopausal women and 8 men) between the ages of 35 and 70 y
with at least one physiological marker of insulin resistance. The investigators provided
volunteers with RG and WG versions of various food items such as bread, pasta, rice,
muslei, flakes, and flour. Participants were instructed to include these items into their
habitual diets for 6 weeks. The intervention had no effect on plasma levels of CRP and
IL-6 [89]. Similarly, in the studies by Tighe et al. and Brownlee et al., the participants
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received 3 servings of various WG foods to substitute refined grains in their diet for 12
and 8 weeks, respectively, the investigators reported no change in plasma levels of CRP
and IL-6 [90, 91]. Brownlee et al. studied 316 participants between the ages of 18 to 65 y
with a BMI greater than 25 kg/m2. Similarly, Tighe et al. studied 226 overweight middleaged men and women. In Tighe’s study, there were higher contents of vitamin B6 and
vitamin D in the refined grain foods; in Bownlee’s study, volunteers reported adding the
WG food to their diet instead of replacing WG foods for refined grain foods. In contrast
Sofi et al. selected volunteers who regularly consumed bread and provided them WG or
refined grain bread for 10 weeks [92] and found a decrease in IL-8 plasma in the WG
group.
The discrepancies of these studies can be explained by the differences in study
design such as sources of grains used, varied intervention durations, and target
populations. For example, the type and amount of grains consumed in these studies are
different and likely have different types and quantities of fiber, and different mineral and
vitamin contents with likely different effects on inflammation. Of the four studies
described, only Sofi et al. observed a decrease in inflammatory status. This is likely a
result of a unique type of Italian WG wheat with a unique processing method. This WG
flour was characterized by higher contents of polyphenols and flavonoids, which have
anti-inflammatory effects [9]. In addition, in the studies by Andersson et al. and
Brownlee et al., the participants added WG to their diet instead of replacing the WG for
RGs.
Due to limited evidence on the effect of WG food on microbiota and immune
function, we also included studies that used prebiotic compounds, and assessed bacterial
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composition and immune outcomes. In a crossover design, elderly volunteers were
given prebiotic galactooligosaccharides (B-GOSs) or placebo in a powder form and
instructed them to mix the powder in water and drink it once daily for 10 weeks. In this
study fecal bacteria composition, NK cell activity, and cytokine production was
quantified. Compared to the placebo, there was a significant increase in Bifidobacterium
spp., Lactobacillus-Enterococcus spp., and the C. coccoides- E. rectale group but a
decrease in Bacteroides spp. The increase in Bifidobacterium spp., LactobacillusEnterococcus spp. was positively correlated with the increase NK cell activity after BGOS treatment. Conversely, the numbers of Bacteroides spp. were negatively correlated
with NK cell activity. In the B-GOSs group, there was a decrease in IL-6, IL-1β, and
TNF-α, and an increase in IL-10 levels post LPS stimulation [93]. A recent study by
Lecerf et al. investigated the effect of xylo-oligosaccharide (XOS) and inulin+XOS on
bacterial composition, fecal SCFA, fecal IgA, cytokine production, and circulatory LPS
concentrations. Xylo-oligosaccharide is derived from wheat arabinoxylan, which makes
up 13-21% of the bran and 60-70% of the outermost layer of the endosperm and the
endosperm of wheat. In this study, the participants received either 5 g of XOS, 3 g
inulin+1 g XOS, or a placebo mixed in orange juice for 4 weeks. Compared to the
placebo group, there was a significant increase in Bifidobacterium spp., together with
decreased acetic acid and increased propionic and butyric acid levels, in both treatment
groups. Of the immune response and inflammatory markers investigated, only the
inulin+XOS group had a decrease in IL-1β, and a decrease in circulatory LPS levels [94].
These studies provide evidence in humans suggesting dietary compounds may modulate
that gut microbiota. From these studies, one can speculate that WG may modulate the
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immune system through altering the gut microbiota and microbiota metabolites (figure
1.2).
There are three recent controlled studies that have investigated the effect of WG
on microbiota and inflammation and they reported inconsistent results (Table 1.3).
Matinez et al. conducted a randomized 4-wk crossover study, which included three
treatments: 60 g of whole-grain barley (WGB), 60 g of brown rice (BR), and an equal
mixture of the two [7]. The study population included healthy men and women ages 21
to 31, with body composition ranging from normal to obese. The authors did not report
the participant’s weight at the end of study, which is an important factor to consider as
weight loss can affect inflammatory status. In this study, the WG food was given to the
volunteers as flakes and participants were instructed to eat 60 g daily. The treatments
provided different amounts of fiber, the WBG provided 18.7 g, the BR+WGB provided
11.5 g, and the BR provided 4.4 g. WGB increased the abundance of the genera
Roseburia, Bifidobacterium, and Dialister. Compared to baseline values, there was a
decrease in IL-6 for all treatments, with the BR+WGB treatment showing the greatest
improvement. Interestingly, the volunteers with the greatest reduction in IL-6
concentrations had higher proportions of Dialister and lower abundance of
Coriobacteriaceae. Ampatzoglou et al. conducted a randomized 6-wk crossover study,
which provided volunteers with an array of grains including pasta, rice, snacks, and
breakfast cereals in either as WG or refine grains [8]. The study population included
overweight men and women ages 47 to 50. The volunteers where provided with 0.1 g/d
of refined grains and 168 g/d of WG. The treatments provided different amounts of fiber:
25.8 g/day with WB and 15.5 g/day with refined grain. Although the authors did not
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report body weight, there was no difference in caloric intake between groups.
Therefore, we can infer that there was no difference in body weight between the groups at
the end of the intervention. There were trends toward lower levels of ex vivo activation
of CD4+ T cells, lower circulating levels of IL-10 and CRP, and larger numbers of CD4+
central memory T cells in WB compared to refined grain group. Whole grains had no
effect on the bacterial groups analyzed or in fecal SCFA. Vitaglione et al. conducted an
8-wk placebo-controlled, randomized trial, which included a refined grain group and a
WG grain group [9]. The study population included overweight to obese men and
women ages 38 to 42. The volunteers were provided with 60 g/d of refined grains or 70
g/d of WG products mainly bread, pasta, or crackers. The treatments provided different
amounts of fiber: 19.5 g in WB and 12.4 g in refined grain group. Although body weight
was not reported, there was no difference in caloric intake. In the WG group there was a
significant reduction in plasma levels of TNF-α after 8 weeks, and a decrease in plasma
levels of IL-10 after 4 weeks compared to the refine grain group. There was a trend of
reduction in plasma levels of IL-6 at week 8 and week 4 in the WG compared to the
refine grain group (p=0.06). Whole grain consumption correlated with an increase in
Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes but reduced Clostridium. The reduction in TNF-α was
associated with an increase in Bacteroides and Lactobacillus.
The inconsistency of these results can be partially explained by the type of whole
grain used. Martinez used barley and rice, and Ampatzoglou’s and Vitaglione’s studies
used mainly wheat as the sources of WG. The non-starch polycaccharides in barley is
primarily β-glucan whereas wheat is primarily arabinoxylan. Since the solubility of βglucan is higher than that of arabinoxylan, barley may have prompted quicker microbiota
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and metabolic changes. The different populations can also help explain the
discrepancies of the observations in these studies. Martinez’s and Vitaglione’s studies
included obese volunteers while Ampatzoglou’s study did not. In addition, Vitaglione’s
study selected a population with habitual low WG and vegetable intake, and with
sedentary lifestyles.
In summary, in contrast to observational studies that in general have reported
favorable effects of WG consumption on inflammation, data from interventional studies
are much less conclusive. Of the seven studies that specifically investigated the effects of
increased WG intake, only three showed a favorable effect on inflammatory markers. It
is important to note that none of the studies have completely controlled the diet. Random
day-to-day variations in dietary constituents that have the potential to impact immune and
inflammatory responses, combined with the inappropriate substitutions of foods, makes it
hard to identify any true effects of whole grains. Participant selection may be an
additional confounding issue. In most of the intervention studies, participants were
selected on the basis of being overweight or obese. This may seem to be a reasonable
selection criterion given that overweight and obese individuals are more likely to have
elevated subclinical inflammation state and thus would be more amenable to potentially
favorable anti-inflammatory effects of WG. Contradictorily, however, a study reported
that a high-fiber diet-associated reduction in blood CRP concentrations was only seen in
lean participants [95]. Future intervention studies must be robustly designed to define
the effects of WG consumption on immune and inflammatory responses. The dietary
intervention should be rigorously controlled through the provision of all meals. The
characteristics of the selected population should be carefully considered to ensure that the
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results are generalizable.

Conclusion
In this review the research conducted thus far regarding the impact of WG on
intestinal microbiota, inflammation, and immune response is summarized. We have also
evaluated studies that describe the role of intestinal bacteria and their metabolites in the
development and regulation of the immune response. From this literature review, we
have identified the need to clarify the effect of WG on immune function and
inflammatory responses, gut inflammatory status, and intestinal microbiota. Available
evidence suggests that the current decrease in WG intake of industrialized and developing
countries may be disturbing microbiota communities, and that WG are not only crucial
for GI homeostasis but also for development and regulation of the immune and
inflammatory responses. Further research is needed to determine: 1) the effect of WG on
immune response in metabolically healthy adults; 2) the role of WG in impacting
intestinal inflammatory status and gut permeability; and 3) the effect of WG on gut
microbiota and SCFA as well as its relationship with immune response and inflammatory
status. The study presented in chapter II was designed to address the above objectives.
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Tables
Table 1.1 Whole grain intake and inflammatory markers-epidemiological studies.
Author

Year

Population

Jensen

2005

Qi

2006

Healthy adults 40-60y
(N=938) (United
States).
Women with T2D 3055y (N=902) (United
States).

Lutsey

2007

Healthy adults 45-84y
(N=6,814) (United
States).

Gaskins

2010

Masters

2010

Healthy women
Thridtile WG intake servings/d (1 Intakes of WG were inversely associated with hsCRP.
(N=259)18-44y (United serving= 16g of a 100% WG
States).
food)
hsCRP
Healthy adults (N=941) Quintiles of WG intake.
Intakes of WG were inversely associated with hsCRP.
40-60y (United States). hsCRP

Montonen

2013

Healthy adults
(N=2,198) 35-65y
(Germany).

Relevant primary
measurements
Quintiles of WG intake.
hsCRP and IL-6

Key findings
No difference in CRP or IL-6 was found.

Quintiles of WG, germ, and bran. Intakes of WG and bran were inversely associated with
hsCRP and TNF-α receptor 2.
hsCRP and TNF-R2.
Quintiles of WG intake.
hsCRP and IL-6

Quintiles of WG bread intake.
hsCRP

No difference in CRP or IL-6 was found.

Intakes of WG bread were inversely associated with hsCRP.

Abbreviations: WG, whole grain; hsCRP, high-sensetivity C-reactive protein; TNF-R2, TNF-α receptor 2.
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Table 1.2 Whole grain intake and inflammatory markers-Intervention studies.
Author
Andersson

Tighe

Brownlee

Sofi

Yr Participants
characteristics
2007

2010

2010

2010

Study design

Dietary intervention

Healthy adults 54-64y
(N=30)
BMI= 26-30
(Sweeden).

Randomized,
non-blinded,
crossover;
6 weeks
duration

whole grain: 112g/day; 18 g fiber
refined grain: 6 g fiber

Healthy adults 51-53y
(N=206)
BMI= 27-28
(Scotland)

randomized,
single-blind,
controlled;
12 weeks
duration

whole wheat: NSP= 18.5g,
wheat+oats: NSP=16.8g
control: NSP=11.3g

randomized
controlled;
16 weeks
duration

intervention 1: 60g WG/d (=3 servings/d)
intervention 2: 60g WG/d in first 8 weeks,
120g/d in last 8 weeks

Healthy adults 35-55y
(N=266)
BMI= 25-35 (United
Kingdom)

Healthy adults (N=20) Randomized,
21-65y
non-blinded,
BMI= 20-30 (Italy).
crossover;
10 weeks
duration

Wholegrain source: Wheat

Wholegrain source: Wheat and oats

Wholegrain source: Wheat, oats, rice
Intervention: 150g WG/ day semi-integral
Verma flour bread
Control: 0 g /day control bread

Outcomes

Results

hsCRP, IL-6, PAI-1

No treatment effect

Primary outcome:
insulin sensitivity

Increase BMI in WG group

hsCRP, IL-6

No treatment effect

Primary outcome:
Total and LDL
Cholesterol
hsCRP, IL-6

No treatment effect

Primary outcome: LDL Increase Kcal in WG group
Cholesterol
IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL12, TNF-α

Significant between group
difference
in IL-8, with a decrease post
WG intervention.

Wholegrain source: Wheat
Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; NSP,nonstarch polysaccharide, WG, whole grain, hsCRP, high-sensetivity C-reactive protein; IL-6, interleukin-6; IL-8,
interleukin-8; IL-10,interleukin-10; IL-12, interleukin-12; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor-α; PAI-1, plasminogen activator inhibitor.
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Table 1.3 Whole grain intake, inflammatory markers, and microbiota-Intervention studies.
Author
Martinez

Yr Participants
Study
characteristics design
2013 Healthy adults 2131y (N=28)
BMI= 25-30
(United States).

Dietary intervention

Outcomes

Results

Randomized, WGB: 60 g/day, 18.7g DF
non-blinded, WGB+BR: 30 g/day each, 11.5 g DF
crossover; BR: 60 g/day, 4.4 g DF
4 weeks
duration
Wholegrain source: Rice, barley

LBP, hsCRP, Significant decrease in IL-6 post WG intervention.
IL-6, SCFA,
16S RNA
Significant increase in bacterial diversity,
pyrosequencing Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes ratio.
of gut bacteria

Ampatzoglou 2015 Healthy adults 4750y (N=33)
BMI= 27-29
(United Kingdom)

Randomized, WG: 168.4 g/day, 25.8 g DF
non-blinded, RG: 0.1 g/day, 15.5 g DF
crossover;
6 weeks
Wholegrain source: Wheat, Oats
duration

Vitaglione

randomized WG: 61 g/day, 19.5 g DF
controlled; RG: 0 g/day, 12.4 g DF
8 weeks
duration
Wholegrain source: Wheat

Lymphocyte Trend for increase in CD4+ Tcm pst WG intervention
subsets,
(p=0.06)
phagocytosis,
NK
Possitive correlation between AR and B cells (0.19, 0.03), T
cytotoxicity, cells (0.18, 0.05), and NK cells (0.23, 0.01).
IL-1β, IL-6,
IL-8, IL-10,
Trend towards a reduction in IL-10 and hsCRP post WG
TNF-α, hsCRP, intervention (p=0.08, 0.10).
IgA, AR,
SCFA, FISH Modest negative correlation between IL-1β and total fiber
analysis of gut intake (-0.19, 0.04).
bacteria
IL-6, IL-10,
Significant decrease in TNF-α in WG
TNF-α, 16S
RNA
Significant increase in IL-10 after 4 weeks compated to
pyrosequencing baseline and RG group, but not non significant at week 8.
of gut bacteria
Trend towards a reduction of IL-6 at week 4 and week 8 in
the WG (p=0.06).

2015 Healthy adults 3842y (N=36)
BMI= 29.5-30.5
(Italy)

Significant increase in Prevotellaand a decrease in Dialister,
Bifidobacterium, Blautia, and Collinsell in the WG.
The reduction pf TNF-α correlated with an increase in
Bacteroidesand Lactobacillusafter the WG intervention.
Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; WGB,whole grain barely; BR, brown rice; WG, whole grain; RG, refine grain; LBP, lipopolysaccharide binding protein; hsCRP,
high-sensetivity C-reactive protein; IL-1β, interleukin-1 beta; IL-6, interleukin-6; IL-8, interleukin-8; IL-10, interleukin-10; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor-α, AR,
alkylresorcinols; SCFA, short chain fatty acids; FISH, flourescence in situ hybridization; RNA,ribonucleic acid
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Figure!1.2:!Lymphocyte!cell!subtypes,!regulation,!and!cytokine!production!
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Abstract

Observational studies suggest an association between diets rich in whole grains
(WG) and a decrease in inflammatory markers. Yet, this is not clearly supported by the
conflicting or limited number of interventional studies, few of which have included
markers of cell-mediated immunity, which are important functional aspects of the
immune system. Furthermore, WG consumption is often accompanied by weight loss,
which may impact immune and inflammatory markers independent of a WG effect. This
study was designed to maintain weight while investigating the effect of a WG rich diet
versus refined grains (RG) on immune and inflammatory responses, gut microbiota, and
microbial products. Following a 2-wk provided-food run-in period, 49 men and 32 postmenopausal women (40-65 y, BMI < 35) were randomly assigned to one of two
provided-food weight-maintenance diets for 6 wk. The diets differed in WG and fiber
contents (WG [n=41]: 207±39 g WG/d, 40±5 g fiber/d; or RG [n=40]: 0 g WG/d, 21±3 g
fiber/d), but were similar in energy and meal structure. Relative abundances of gut
bacteria were measured using DNA extracted from stool samples collected at the end of
the run-in phase (PRE) and end of 6 wks of intervention (POST), and by high-throughput
sequencing of amplicons of the V4 region of the bacterial 16S rDNA. To assess the
impact of WG on immune and inflammatory markers we measured a panel of
inflammatory markers, as well as phenotypic, and functional aspects of the immune
system. Adherence to study diets was assessed by measuring biomarkers of WG intake,
plasma alkylresorcinols (ARs), at PRE and POST study periods. We observed a
significant increase in PRE to POST plasma ARs concentration in the WG group, and the
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PRE to POST change in plasma C19:0 (p=1.58 x 10-14) , C21:0 (p=4.10 x 10-13), C23:0
(p=9.10 x 10-6), and total ARs (p =5.29 x 10-11) was significantly higher in the WG
compared to the RG. Consumption of WG versus RG significantly increased stool
weight (p=1.77x10-7) and frequency (p=0.02). We noted a modest effect on gut
microbiota composition and short chain fatty acid (SCFA) concentrations: WG
consumption resulted a significant increase in PRE to POST change in the SCFAproducer Lachnospira and decrease in the pro-inflammatory Enterobacteriaceae (FDRcorrected p=0.25) compared to RG. Moreover, we found a PRE to POST increase in total
stool SCFA (p=0.05), and acetate (p=0.02) in WG versus RG. At wk 6, Lachnospira
positively associated with acetate (FDR-corrected p=0.002) and butyrate (FDR-corrected
p=0.005). Of the peripheral and stool immune and inflammatory markers investigated,
WG relative to RG had significantly more change in the percent of total effector memory
T cells (p=0.03) and LPS-stimulated ex vivo production of TNF-α (p=0.04). These
changes positively associated with plasma ARs concentrations, suggesting that the
observed effects resulted from higher WG consumption. In summary, 6-wk consumption
of a diet rich in WG compared to RG, when dietary components and body weight are
kept constant, increased stool weight and frequency, populations of some beneficial
bacteria, percent of total effector memory T cells, and acute innate immune response;
while, having no effect on other measures of cell-mediated immunity or systemic and
stool inflammatory markers. Supported by General Mills and USDA contract # 581950-0-014.
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Introduction
Previous studies have shown that a dysregulated, prolonged-overproduction of
inflammatory cytokines is associated with cardiovascular diseases (CVD), type II
diabetes (T2D), and certain cancers [1-3]. In particular, elevated levels of inflammatory
cytokines interleukin (IL)-6, IL-1β, tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) are more prevalent
in patients with T2D, and inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) [4]. This heightened level
of inflammatory markers may directly contribute to development and progression of
inflammatory diseases [5]. Some studies suggest that diets rich in whole grains (WG) are
associated with a decrease of chronic, low-grade inflammation-related diseases such as
CVD, T2D, certain types of cancer, and all-cause mortality [6-11]. This proposed
benefits of consuming WG may relate to the fact that WG are a rich source of vitamins,
minerals, antioxidants, dietary fiber, lignans, β-glucans, inulin, phytochemicals,
phytosterols, phytin, and sphingolipids [12]. Moreover, it is the additive and synergistic
effect of WG constituents that may be responsible for their associated health benefits
since refined wheat flour loses 93% ferulic acid, 92% selenium, 89% antioxidant activity,
83% phenolic compounds and magnesium, 79% flavonoids, zinc, and vitamin E, 78%
zeaxanthin, 58% fiber, and 51% lutein, as compared to whole wheat flour [13, 14].
Whole grain consumption is also known to be associated with increase in healthy
microbiota phenotype as indicated by their richness and diversity [15-17]. In addition,
WG have been suggested to have an effect on short-chain fatty acid (SCFA) production.
Together, gut microbiota and SCFA are considered important for immune function and
gut health [18, 19]. Emerging in vivo evidence suggests that immunological deregulation
may result from a dysbiosis of the gut microbiota [20-22]. Therefore, WG might provide
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gut bacteria with substrates that maintain beneficial populations important for
maintaining immune homeostasis and function [23, 24]. The relationships between WG
and microbiota, microbiota and chronic disease, as well as corresponding immune and
inflammatory indices indicate that there is potential capacity for WG to alter microbiota
and improve immune and inflammatory responses.
Several studies have shown an inverse association between diets high in WG and
a decrease in C-reactive protein (CRP) and TNF-R2 in diabetic women [25] and a
decrease in CRP in healthy adults [26-28], but results from all studies are not consistent
[29, 30]. The findings from interventional trials also show discrepancies, as some studies
reported a decrease in inflammatory markers such as IL-8 [31], IL-6 [32], and TNF-α
[33], while other studies reported no change in IL-6 and CRP [34-37]. There are several
factors which may explain this discrepancy. For example, the studies that recruited
volunteers with higher BMI ranges, sedentary lifestyles, and low WG habitual intake
have tended to report an effect on inflammatory markers. Furthermore, none of the
studies have completely controlled the diet. This is an extremely important factor to
consider as day-to-day variations in dietary components have the potential to impact
markers of inflammation making it difficult to identify the true effect of whole grains. To
this end, our study was able to control the diet by providing all meals to participants in
both groups and during a run-in phase, which serves to minimize the interference from
the variation in calorie intake and weight change.
Currently, there is limited information regarding the effect of WG on multiple
parameters of cell-mediated immune function, in particular T cell-related, innate and cellmediated immunity, and gut microbiota composition. Martinez et al. [32] reported
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beneficial effects of WG on gut microbiota and inflammatory markers. However, this
study evaluated only a limited number of inflammatory cytokines, and none of cellmediated immune response; thereby, the results obtained cannot be used to draw a
conclusion as to whether the intervention impacts immune function. Since there is little
consensus as to which inflammatory markers best represent low-grade chronic
inflammation, and since cytokines are components of a large signaling network, choosing
a panel of relevant cytokines would be more informative [38]. Taking all this into
consideration, the objective of this 6-wk, randomized, controlled trial was to assess the
effect of WG, as compared to refined grains (RG) within the context of a weight
maintaining diet, on markers of systemic inflammation, phenotype and functional aspects
of the immune system, gut microbiota and SCFA, as well as stool weight and bowel
movement, in healthy adults with BMI ranging from normal to obese.

Methods
Study Design, Recruitment and Enrollment
This randomized, controlled, parallel design human trial, was conducted between
May 2012 and September 2014, after being approved by the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) at Tufts Medical Center and Tufts University Health Sciences Campus (IRB#:
10110) and registered by the US National Institutes of Health ClinicalTrials.gov
(NCT01902394). Participants were recruited from the Jean Mayer USDA Human
Nutrition Research Center on Aging (HNRCA) at Tufts University Volunteer
Recruitment Services database, advertisements posted in Tufts Medical Center clinics,
local newspapers, bulletin boards, media sources, and via the HNRCA website.
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Interested individuals were first prescreened via an online or telephone questionnaire.
Qualified individuals were invited to an onsite full screening visit conducted by
experienced research study staff at the Metabolic Research Unit (MRU) at the HNRCA.
The full screening included a health history interview, fiber screening questionnaire, and
standard blood tests. Participants were deemed eligible following these criteria: men and
women 40-65 y (women must be > 1 year postmenopausal or had both ovaries removed,
if premenopausal), BMI 20-35 kg/m2, creatinine ≤ 1.5 mg/dL, SGOT/SGPT/total
bilirubin ≤ twice the upper limit of normal range, fasting glucose <125 mg/dL, hematocrit
≥ 32%, white blood cell count (WBC) ≥ 1.8 x 103/mm3 , platelet count (PLT) ≥ 100 x
103/mm3, willing to be randomized, and willing to consume only study foods and
beverages provided.
Additional exclusion criteria were based on weight change, dietary commitment,
supplements, certain medications, and health conditions as follows. Participants were
excluded if they had a self-reported weight change > 4 kg within the past 6-mo, or if
participating in a weight loss program. Dietary exclusions included a vegetarian diet, not
willing to stop taking probiotics, multivitamins, and supplements (with the exception of
vitamin D and calcium) including fish oil or n-3 fatty acids and herbal supplements for
30-d prior to or during study participation. In addition to these criteria participants were
excluded if they were not willing to reduce habitual daily fiber (DF) intake within 2-wk
prior to enrollment to < 7g/1000 kcal/d for men, or < 8g/1000 kcal/d for women and
consumed > 2 drinks per day of alcohol and/or were not willing to abstain from alcohol
during the study, and if there were food allergies or other issues with foods that would
preclude intake of study diets. The medication exclusion criteria included the use of
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antibiotics within the past 3-mo, use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory medications
(NSAIDs) or antihistamine, or the inability to discontinue the use of these substances for
72 h before first day blood draw until 48 h after delayed type hypersensitivity skin test
(DTH) implant, use of immunosuppressive drugs. Exclusion on health conditions
included diagnosis of autoimmune diseases, active cancer or history of cancer within the
last 5 years except for non-melanoma skin cancer, and uncontrolled major illnesses such
as cardiovascular disease, and a history of inflammatory bowel disease or gastrointestinal
disorders.

Sample Size Calculation and Randomization
Sample size calculations were based on data available for DTH [39, 40], key
inflammatory cytokines (IL-6 and TNF-α) [41], selected gut microbiota (bifidobacteria
and lactobacillus) [41], and natural killer (NK) cell cytotoxicity [41]. The largest sample
size needed was n=37 per group to detect significant difference at p < 0.05 for DTH with
80% power. This sample size was increased to 40/group to account for 10% dropout rate
based on studies at our center with this age group. At the end of the run-in phase
participants were randomly assigned to the WG or RG group using block randomization
stratifying by BMI (20-25, 25-30, 30-35 kg/m2), age (40-55 and 55-65), gender, and race
(Caucasian, African American, Asian American, Hispanic, and other).
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Study Diets
All participants underwent a 2-wk run-in phase in which all participants were
provided with a western style diet. The total daily caloric intake of each participant was
initially calculated using the Harris-Benetict formula and adjusted, when necessary, to
maintain current body weight. Participants were instructed to maintain current physical
activity levels throughout the study. All meals were based on the USDA Dietary
Guidelines 2010 which recommends 50-55% of energy from carbohydrates, 15-20% of
energy from protein, and 25-30% of energy from fat [42]. After completion of the run-in
phase, participants were randomized to the WG or RG group (figure 2.1). Participants
were provided with a fiber target of 8 g/1000 kcal or 16 g/1000 kcal for the RG and WG
groups, respectively. Six 8-oz glasses of water or calorie-free drinks were recommended
daily. Otherwise, the diets were matched for servings of fruit, vegetables and protein.
For example, turkey meatloaf with 100% whole wheat bread crumbs with mixed
vegetables or turkey meatloaf with 100% white bread crumbs with mixed vegetables.
The study dietician developed three-day menu cycles at three caloric levels (2000, 25000,
3000 kcal) that used commonly available ingredients and food items.
Food was prepared using standardized recipes by trained staff at the Metabolic
Research Unit of the HNRCA. On Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays participants
picked up packaged meals with reheating instructions and a food checklist. To maintain
body weight within ± 1 kg of baseline weight, body weight was measured 2-3 times/wk
and calorie levels were adjusted if necessary. The food checklist indicating foods not
consumed was filled out each day and returned on a weekly basis. The actual intake of
foods was then determined by subtracting the amounts of foods not consumed, as
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indicated on the food checklist, from the amounts of foods provided to participants.
Participants’ actual intake of foods were analyzed using the Nutrition Data System for
Research (NDSR) software version 2011 developed by the Nutrition Coordinating
Center, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN. Participants were asked to record
the presence and severity of 6 gastrointestinal symptoms on a weekly basis. Compliance
was assessed by the measurement of plasma Alkylresorcinol (AR) homologues (C19:0,
C21:0, C23:0), which are WG biomarkers found mainly in the bran of WG [43].

Data Collection
All other data including stool, 12-hour fasting blood and saliva samples were
collected at baseline (the beginning of week-2 of the run-in period) and at the end of
dietary intervention phase (week-6). In addition to these measurements, two DTH tests
were conducted (each at baseline and at the end of intervention phase) as in vivo assay of
cell-mediated immunity.
Measurement of DTH Response
Participants were asked to stop using any anti-inflammatory medicines including
aspirin and antihistamines 72-hours before implantation of recall antigens and until 48-h
after DTH implantation. The DTH skin test is an in vivo measure of T cell-mediate
immunity and was assessed as previously described by Hamer et al. [9], with slight
modifications. Briefly, the Mantoux technique was used with 3 recall antigens: Tetanus
toxoid (Tetanus toxoid USP, Aventis Pasteur, Swiftwater, PA), Candida albians
(Candin®, Allermed laboratories, San Diego, CA), trichophyton species (Trichophyton
mentagrophytes in conjunction with Trichophyton rubrum) (Hollister-Stier Labs,
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Spokane, WA), as well as a negative control (0.9% normal saline) (Bound Tree
Medical, Dublin, OH). The same nurse administered each recall antigen intra-dermally
on the volar surface of the forearm. We measured and recorded the average of the
vertical and horizontal diameters of induration after 24 and 48 h. A positive skin test was
defined as a mean value ≥ 5 mm. The number of positive response to each antigen, and a
composite score based on the responses for all antigens of each individual were
calculated.

Laboratory Procedures
Saliva, Blood Collection, and Plasma Collection
Participants were asked to stop using any anti-inflammatory medicines including
aspirin and antihistamines for 72-h before blood collection and immunological testing.
Drinking straws were cut into 2-inch pieces; the participants placed one end of the straw
into the mouth while placing the other end into polypropylene vials. Allowing saliva to
pool in the mouth, and tilting the head forward caused the drool to travel from the mouth
to the storage vials. Participants were asked to fill vials to a designated line and the
duration of the process was recorded as flow rates, which affect IgA concentrations [44].
Following collection, samples were stored at -80°C for later analysis.
To account for day-to-day variation in ex vivo immunological function assays,
venous blood was collected on two consecutive days, after a 12 h fast. A 10 mL and two
10 mL venous blood samples were collected into Heparin-treated tubes on day-1 and day2, respectively. In addition, 7 mL of blood was collected into EDTA-treated tubes for
plasma collection. Plasma was prepared by centrifugation at 2,000 rpm at 4 °C for 20
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min, apportioned into 500 µL, and stored in -80 °C for later analysis of alkylresorcinols
(ARs), cytokines, and lipopolysaccharide binding protein (LPB) concentrations.
!

Cell Blood Count and Differential Count
Whole blood collected in EDTA-treated tubes was used to analyze complete
blood count (CBC) and differential counts using an automated hematology analyzer
(ABX Penta 60+, ABX Diagnostics, Irvine, California) following manufacturers’
instructions. The Nutrition Evaluation Laboratory (NEL), a core unit at the HNRCA,
processed samples within 3 h of collection. All samples were analyzed in duplicate in the
“CBC + 5 population differential count” mode. The mean was calculated and used for
statistical analysis.

Plasma Alkylresorcinols, Cytokines, and Lipopolysaccharide Binding Protein
To assess compliance, plasma concentrations of the individual AR homologues
C19:0, C21:0 and C23:0 were quantified to determine the total plasma AR concentration,
as previously described with minor modifications [45]. Briefly, 500-µL of plasma was
spiked with internal standard (IS), C20:0, to a final concentration of 50 ng/mL. To
precipitate proteins, 100% ethanol was added in a 1:1 v/v ratio to plasma, vortexed, and
centrifuged for 10 min at 14,000 rpm. The supernatant was transferred to a 16 X 125 mm
glass screw top tube. Alkylresorcinols were extracted twice with 4.75-mL of diethyl
ether, combined and dried under a constant flow of nitrogen, and reconstituted with 1 mL
of methanol for further solid phase extraction. A 6-mL cartridge (Waters Oasis, Milford,
MA) was activated with 3-mL of 0.1 M NaOH in 70 % methanol and allowed to drain
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through cartridge by gravity. Samples were then loaded and allowed to flow through
the cartridge by gravity. The cartridge was washed with 5-mL of methanol to elute
neutral compounds and dried for 5 min under vacuum. Alkylresorcinols were eluted with
8.5-mL methanol containing 4 % acetic acid and collected into conical glass tubes and
dried under a constant flow of nitrogen. Alkylresorcinols eluted from the cartridge were
derivatized with triflouroacetic acid (TFAA) by sonicating for 45 sec and incubating at
room temperature for 1 h. Derivatized samples were dried under nitrogen for 1 h to
remove all TFAA and reconstituted in 20-µL of undecane. Alkylresorcinols were
analyzed by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) using negative chemical
ionization mode and select ionization monitoring. Four ARs (C19:0. C21:0, and C23:0)
and IS (C20:0) were monitored at a mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio of 471, 499, 527, and 485,
respectfully. Quantification was done by preparing a multipoint standard curve for
C19:0, C21:0, C23:0. Known AR concentrations were linearly regressed to the ration of
AR:IS area under the curve. Concentrations were quantified by using the ratio of each
analyte to the internal standard in the equation from the standard curve.
Plasma concentrations of TNF-α, IL-6, IL-8, IL-1β, and LBP were analyzed by
electrochemiluminescence assays (Meso Scale Discovery, Gaithersbug, MD) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. The Meso Scale Discovery Workbench 3.0 Data
Analysis Toolbox (Meso Scale Discovery, Gaithersbug, MD) was used to analyze the
array plates. For a few samples, since their IL-1β concentrations were below the LOQ,
we took 50% of their respective LOQ as their estimated values [46]. Samples were run in
triplicates and the mean was used for statistical analysis. An overall inflammatory score
(IS) was computed from plasma concentrations of TNF-α, IL-6, IL-8, and IL-1β as
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previously described [47]. Briefly, individual cytokines where ranked, standardized as
Z scores, and summed to compute a score representative of overall inflammation (the IS).

Lymphocyte Proliferation
The ability of lymphocytes to proliferate was assessed by quantifying the
incorporation of [3H]-thymidine following stimulation with phytohemagglutinin (PHA),
concanavalin A (Con A), or with antibodies against the CD3 (T cell receptor) and CD28
(T cell co-receptor) (anti-CD3/CD28) using a modified whole blood culture protocol
[48]. Each day, heparinized venous blood was initially diluted to 1/5 (v/v) with RPMI1640 media (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) supplemented with penicillin (100 U/mL),
streptomycin (100 µg/mL), HEPES (25 mM), and glutamine (2 mM). Whole blood
lymphocyte cultures were performed in round-bottom 96-well plates (Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO).
Next, 96-well round bottom cell culture plates were coated with serially diluted
immobilized anti-CD3 (eBioscience, San Diego, CA) at 1 µg/mL, 5 µg/mL, or 10 µg/mL
and incubated for 2 hours in an atmosphere of 37 °C, 5 % CO2 and 95 % humidity.
Coated plates were washed twice with 100 µL of sterile 1X PBS and then 100 µL of
soluble anti-CD28 (final concentration 1 µg/mL) was added to these wells. Diluted blood
(final v/v was 1/10) was also stimulated with PHA (final concentration 2 µg/mL, 5
µg/mL, or 50 µg/mL) and Con A (final concentration 5 µg/mL, 25 µg/mL, or 50 µg/mL)
for 72 hours. All conditions were done in triplicate. Cultures were pulsed with 0.5 µCi
[3H]-thymidine (Perkin Elmer, Shelton, CT) during the last 4 hours of incubation. Cells
were harvested onto glass fiber mats (Wallac, Gaithersburg, MD) using a Perkin Elmer
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cell harvester (Perkin Elmer, Boston, MA). Cell proliferation was quantified as the
amount of [3H]-thymidine incorporated into DNA, which was determined by liquid
scintillation counting using a Micro Beta 2 MicroPlate counter (Perkin Elmer, Boston,
MA). Results are expressed as mean counts per minute (CPM) averaged from both days
of venous blood collection at baseline and week 6.

Ex vivo Cytokine Production
The ability of immune cells to produce cytokines was assessed under dynamic
conditions by stimulating with lipopolysaccharide (LPS), or with anti-CD3 and antiCD28 using a modified whole blood culture technique [49]. Heparinized venous blood
collected in two consecutive days was diluted 1/5 (v/v) or 1/3.6 (v/v) with RPMI-1640
media (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) supplemented with penicillin (100 U/mL),
streptomycin (100 µg/mL), HEPES (25 mM), and glutamine (2 mM). Whole blood
lymphocyte cultures were performed in round-bottom 96-well and flat-bottom 24-well
plates (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for anti-CD3/CD28 and LPS stimulation,
respectively.
The 96-well round bottom cell culture plates were coated, in triplicate, with 5
µg/mL of immobilized anti-CD3 (eBioscience, San Diego, CA) and incubated for 2 h.
After coated plates were washed twice with sterile 1X PBS, 100 µL of soluble anti-CD28
(2 µg/mL) was added and incubated for 72 h. Stimulation was also done in flat-bottom
24-well plates with 100 µL of 10 µg/mL LPS (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), in
duplicate and incubated for 24 h. 100 µL of the 1/5 (v/v) and 100 µL of the 1/3.6 (v/v)
diluted blood was added to the anti-CD3/CD28 and LPS containing plates, respectively.
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The final concentration for both soluble anti-CD28 and LPS was 1 µg/mL. All plates
were incubated in an atmosphere of 37°C, 5% CO2 and 95% humidity. Cell-free
supernatants were collected and stored at -80°C for later analysis. Supernatant collected
from LPS stimulation was used to measure interferon (INF)-γ, TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8,
and IL-10. To determine T cell production of cytokines, the supernatant collected from
anti-CD3/CD28 stimulation was used to measure INF-γ, IL-2, IL-4, IL-10, and IL-12p70.
Pro-inflammatory cytokines, with the exception of INF- γ, were measured using multispot electrochemiluminescence assays (Meso Scale Discovery, Gaithersbug, MD) while
INF- γ was measured with ELISA (BD Biosciences, San Diego, CA). The Meso Scale
Discovery Workbench 3.0 Data Analysis Toolbox (Meso Scale Discovery, Gaithersbug,
MD) was used to analyze the multi-array plates. INF- γ samples were read by an ELISA
plate-reader and output was collected and analyzed by Gen5 software (BioTek U.S.,
Winooski, VT). Both software used a 4-parameter logistic nonlinear regression model to
fit standards and calculate concentrations in samples. In a few cases when INF-γ, IL-10,
IL-4, and IL-2 concentrations were below the limit of quantification (LOQ), half of the
respective LOQ values were recorded as estimated concentrations [50]. Results from
both days were averaged and the mean was used for statistical analysis.

Whole-Blood Lymphocyte Subsets
Day-2 venous blood collected into heparin-treated tubes was used to phenotype
peripheral blood immune cell populations. To determine lymphocyte phenotypes, whole
blood surface staining of different white blood cell markers was conducted using
fluorescent conjugated antibodies. This flow cytometry assay was modified from
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previously published methods [51]. Briefly, 100-µL of whole blood was added to 12 x
75 mm polystyrene tubes (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ). Three- and four –color
flow cytometry analysis was performed for a panel consisting of anti-CD3, CD4 and CD8
(naïve and memory subpopulations was determined by their combined expression of
CD45RA, CD45RO, and CD62L), CD19, CD16/56, and CD4/CD25. These markers
represent standard immunophenotypic panels for the determination of percentages of T
cell subsets, B cells, NK cells, and Treg cells. Antibodies were added following the
manufacturers’ protocol. Briefly, samples were incubated with antibodies at room
temperature for 30 min, with gentle vortex before and 15 min into the incubation. Red
blood cells were lysed in 2-mL of 37°C 1X RBC lysing buffer (eBioscience, San Diego,
CA), incubated in the dark at room temperature for 10 min, with gentle vortex before and
5 min into the incubation. Cells were washed twice with 1 mL of 2%FBS in PBS. Cells
were fixed with 100-µL Fixation solution (eBioscience, San Diego, CA) and incubated in
the dark at room temperature for 20 min. Cells were then washed once with 1 mL of
2%FBS in PBS, covered with aluminum foil, and stored at 4°C and analyzed within 24 h.
Lymphocytes were gated on side scatter and forward scatter on the density plot.
Forty thousand events were collected for all tubes. All flow cytometry data was
collected using Accuri C6 (BD Biosciences, San Diego, CA) and analyzed with Flowjo
version 10 software (TreeStar, San Carlos, CA). The data was exported to excel
spreadsheets for data analysis. Total CD3, CD4, CD8, CD19, CD3-CD16+CD56+ (NK),
CD3+CD16+CD56+ (NKT), T reg (CD4+CD25+) subsets are expressed as a percentage
of cells that stained positively for the antibodies of interest.
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Isolation of Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells and NK Cell Activity Analysis
Day-2 venous blood collected into Heparin-treated tubes was used to isolate
PBMC for NK cell activity measurement. This flow cytometry assay was modified from
previously published methods [52]. Briefly, peripheral blood mononuclear cells were
isolated using Ficoll-Histopaque gradient centrifugation (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO).
Cell culture media supplemented with 5% FBS was used for the separation step, but the
rest of the PBMC isolation was done under serum-free conditions. Complete RPMI-1640
media was used for washing the isolated PBMC. After the last wash, PBMC were
suspended in 5% FBS RPMI-1640 media, counted using Accuri C6 (BD Biosciences, San
Diego, CA) by collecting 100 µL and gating on lymphocytes. Peripheral blood
mononuclear cells were quickly suspended in 5% FBS RPMI-1640 media to a
concentration of 2x106 cells/mL. PBMCs were incubated in the presence of APC-antiCD56 and PE-anti-CD16 (eBioscience, San Diego, CA) monoclonal antibodies according
to the manufacturers’ instructions for 30 min at room temperature. Cells were washed
twice with 2% FBS 1X PBS. Human chronic myelogenous leukemia cells, K562 (ATCC
#CCL-243), were cultured in 10% FBS RPMI-1640 complete media in an atmosphere of
37°C, 5% CO2 and 95% humidity and were used as cell targets. Target cells were
harvested in the log phase of growth washed 2 times in 10% FBS RPMI-1640 complete
media and counted using Accuri C6 (BD Biosciences, San Diego, CA). K562 cells at a
concentration of 106 cells/mL were incubated in the presence of carboxyflourescein
succinimidyl ester (CFSE) to a final concentration of 1µM, for 8 min in the dark at room
temperature. CFSE-labelled K562 cells were washed 3 times with 2% FBS in PBS and
resuspended with 10% FBS RPMI-1640 complete media to a final concentration of 105
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cells/ml. The effector cells (PBMC) were co-incubated with target cells (K562 cells) at
the E:T ratios of 100:1, 50:1, 25:1, and 12.5:1 and centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 1 min to
increase cell contact. To control for spontaneous death of target cells and to phenotype
NK cell population, target cells (100 µL 104 cells) without effector cells and PBMC (100
µL 106 cells) without target cells were included, respectively. All samples were run in
triplicates and incubated for 3 h at 37°C, 5% CO2 and 95% humidity. After 3 hours of
co-incubation, 5 µL 7-AAD (eBioscience, San Diego, CA) was added to each tube to
stain for cell death, except the tubes used to phenotype NK cells, and incubated in the
dark and on ice for 10 min. Samples were then analyzed on flow cytometer (Accuri C6;
BD Biosciences, San Diego, CA). The percentage of cytotoxic activity was calculated
using the following equation:
Cytotoxicity (%)= [Dead target cell (%)- spontaneous death (%)]
[100- spontaneous death 9%)]

X 100

Salivary secretory IgA (sIgA)
Salivary IgA was assayed using an indirect competitive immunoassay kit following
the manufacturer’s protocol (Salimetrics, State College, PA). Briefly, samples were
completely thawed, vortexed, and centrifuged at 1,500 x g for 15 min prior to analysis.
Samples were read by an ELISA plate-reader and output was collected and analyzed by Gen5
software (BioTek U.S., Winooski, VT). Concentration (µg/mL) data were exported into
excel and multiplied by the flow rate (mL/min) to express the results as product measured per
unit of time (µg/mL). Samples were run in duplicate and mean values were calculated for
each sample.
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Collection and processing of stool samples
Participants were provided with kits and instructions for stool collection, storage,
and delivery to the HNRCA. Stool samples were collected in specimen containers and
placed into plastic bags, surrounded by frozen gel packs and delivered to the center in
coolers. Participants were instructed to collect all stool, record the date and time of
collection, and deliver all stool samples daily for a seventy-two hour window. If stool
was not produced within the 72 hour period, the collection time was extended until a
stool sample was produced. The number of bowel movements and weights of all samples
were recorded. From samples delivered within 24 hours after production, three aliquots
of 4 g was collected and two were immediately stored at -80 °C in polypropylene conical
tubes for later analysis of SCFA, stool cytokines, and IgA. The third aliquot was
homogenized by vigorous stirring with a sterile spatula, then 5 x 200 mg aliquots were
placed in sterile Eppendorf tubes and stored at -80oC for later analysis of microbiota
composition. All stool collected within a 72 h window was pooled and used to determine
aerobic and anaerobic bacteria, pH, and water content. Stool anaerobic and aerobic
counts were determined by taking two 0.5 g of stool samples and adding to each 4.5 ml of
PBS and mixing vigorously. Each suspension was sequentially diluted 1:10 to achieve
dilutions between 1010 and 1012. Samples were then plated onto Petri dishes containing
Anaerobic Blood Agar (ABA) and incubated for 48 h at 37°C in an anaerobic chamber or
in a warm room under atmospheric conditions for anaerobic and aerobic bacteria culture,
respectively. The colony forming units (CFU) on the anaerobic and aerobic plates were
counted and the results are expressed as CFU/g of stool. Stool water content was
determined by drying 2 g of stool sample in an oven for 12 to 16 h at 140oC. The weight
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after drying is subtracted from the weight before drying and the difference is the
weight of the fecal water, which is then divided by the wet weight (weight prior to
drying). This value is the multiplied by 100 to provide the percentage stool water
content. To measure stool pH, 1 g of stool was added to 1 ml of distilled water, mixed
thoroughly by vortex, and then measured with a pH meter.

Compositional analysis of fecal microbiota by high-throughput sequencing
DNA extraction from stool was done using the QIAamp DNA Stool Mini kit
(Qiagen, Valencia, CA), with the following modifications: Each 200 mg stool sample
was thawed in Qiagen ASL buffer containing 50 ug lysozyme and 13.5 U lysostaphin
(Sigma Corp., Fleetwood, Ct), resuspended by stirring with a pipette tip, and then
transferred to a tube containing 500 mg of 0.1 mm zirconium/silica beads (Biospec
Products, Bartlesville, OK). The tubes were placed on a MoBio bead-beating adapter on
a Vortex Genie for 5 min of bead-beating at 4oC. The tubes were then heated to 37 oC for
10 min. After the addition of 200 ug proteinase K (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) and 20 ug
RNase A (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), the tubes were heated to 70 oC for 10 min,
followed by an additional 5 min of bead-beating. Tubes were then microfuged and the
supernatant was added to a tube containing an Inhibitex tablet from the Qiagen kit. The
remainder of the protocol was according to the manufacturers recommendations. Stool
extractions were carried out in batches of 15 with a no-stool extraction control included
in each batch to detect potential cross-contamination.
Amplicons of the V4 region of the bacterial 16S ribosomal DNA were generated
with primers according Caporaso et al. [53]. Each amplicon reaction was carried out in
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triplicate with a template control; success of the reaction (band with template, no band
with negative control) was confirmed by running the reaction products on an agarose gel.
The DNA concentration of all successful amplicon reactions was measured using the
Quant-iT ds DNA Assay Kit, High Sensitivity (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Amplicons
were pooled in equimolar amounts, followed by purification of the pool on Angencourt
AMpure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA) according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. Pools were submitted to the Tufts University Core Facility for 250 bp paired
end sequencing on an Illumina MiSeq.
Marker-gene sequencing data was processed using the Quantitative Insights Into
Microbial Ecology (QIIME) [54] package. Reads were clustered at 97% identity and
assigned taxonomy by open reference using the Greengenes [55] reference database and
USEARCH [56]. Sequences from all samples were subsampled at the sample sequencing
depth of 19,490 sequences to control for differential sequencing effort. Within-sample
biodiversity was measured using whole-tree phylogenetic diversity. To quantify
differences in microbial composition between participants over time, weighted and
unweighted UniFrac [57] distance between all pairs of samples was calculated.
!

Stool short chain fatty acids (SCFA)
Stool SCFA were determined based on methods described by Tomcik and
colleagues [58], with slight modifications. Undiluted samples were removed from
storage at -80 °C and freeze-dried for 5-7 d. Stool samples were ground using a mortar
and pestle until the sample was a fine powder. Since it has been reported that by
decreasing the stool homogenate pH the extraction yield of SCFA increases considerably
[59], for each sample 0.1 g of stool was suspended in 1% phosphoric acid and
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homogenized by shaking for 30 minutes. After shaking, the samples were centrifuged
for 15 min at 7000 xg. The liquid fraction was decanted and filtered through a 0.2 µm
PES membrane (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and stored in -80 °C until ready for ethyl
acetate extraction. Prior to extraction, 200 µL of fecal sample was spiked with internal
standards actetate-D4 and butyrate-D7, to a final concentration of 3 mmol/mL and 1
mmol/mL, respectively. SCFA were extracted by adding 200 µL of ethyl acetate, vortex
for 15 min and centrifuged for 10 min at 4000 x g. Organic extracts were transferred to
16 X 125 mm glass screw top tubes. Samples were derivatized with 200 µL of 100 mM
pentaflourobenzyl bromide (PFBBr) acetone solution (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO)
with 100 µL trimethylamine as the catalyst [60] (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for 1 h
at 60 °C. SCFA were analyzed by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS)
using negative chemical ionization mode and select ionization monitoring. The three
SCFA of interest (acetate, propionate, butyrate) and IS (acetate-D4, butyrate-D7) were
monitored at an m/z ratio of 240, 254, 268, 244, and 275, respectfully. Quantification
was done by preparing a multipoint standard curve for acetate, propionate, and butyrate.
Known SCFA concentrations were linearly regressed to the ration of SCFA:IS area under
the curve. Concentrations were quantified by using the ratio of each analyte to the
internal standard in the equation from the standard curve.
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Stool Cytokines
Stool cytokines were analyzed as previously described [61] with slight
modification. Briefly, stool samples stored at -80 °C were freeze-dried for 5-7 d and
ground to a fine powder using a mortar and pestle. Stool was diluted in phosphate
buffered saline at a 1:4 ration and centrifuged at 20000 xg. Samples were filtered
through centrifuge tube filters (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) to remove particles;
filtered samples were used to quantify stool cytokine and IgA. Stool cytokines (IFN-γ,
TNF-α, IL-6, IL-7, TGF-β) were measured by high-sensitivity ELISA, and stool IgA was
measured by regular ELISA (eBioscience, San Diego, CA) following manufacturer’s
instructions.

Statistical Analysis
The analysis of the clinical variables was carried out using SAS software release
9.2 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Data are presented as means ± SEM at baseline and
the end of intervention, as well as the difference from baseline within each group (Δ RG
or Δ WG) and difference between groups (Δ WG - Δ RG). Normality tests were
performed and transformations were performed when needed before statistical analysis.
A general linear model (GLM) was used to analyze the data. Variables specified in the
model were BMI, age, gender, and baseline of dependent variables. Correlation analysis
between outcomes significantly affected by the diet and ARs were corrected for measure
at baseline, BMI, age, and gender. Results were considered statistically significant at a
significance level of 5% and trends were reported at 10%.
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Differences in relative abundance of taxonomic groups summarized at the
levels of both phylum and genus between participants before and after the dietary
intervention, between participants in the two treatment groups at both time points, and
between groups based on the change in diversity following intervention were examined
using a linear model in the statistical package R [62], controlling for age, BMI, and
gender. P values were corrected for the total number of comparisons using false
discovery rate correction (FDR), where significance is determined by FDR-adjusted pvalues < 0.25. We chose the FDR of 0.25 for these analyses due to the large number of
tests.
Alpha-diversity (with-in sample biodiversity) values for each sample were
described using the whole-tree phylogenetic diversity parameter. Alpha diversity values
were verified to be normally distributed via Shapiro-Wilks test, within and between
group analyses were carried out using a two-tailed t-test.
Weighted and unweighted UniFrac measures of between-sample ecological
variation (beta-diversity) were used to test the hypothesis that participants are more
similar to other subjects within the same treatment group. This test was performed using
the Adonis function in the vegan [62] package in R, similar to the PERMANOVA
analysis.
Statistical analysis of associations between relative abundances of common taxa
(those present in at least 10 % of samples) and clinical metadata covariates of interest
were performed by a generalized linear regression in the statistical package R, while
controlling for age, BMI, and gender. Significance of associations was corrected for the
total number of comparisons using FDR correction. Additionally, correlation tests (using
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Spearman’s correlation) were conducted to control for outliers, and corrected for the
total number of comparisons using FDR. Associations were identified as significant if
they had FDR-adjusted p-values < 0.25 for both generalized linear regression and
Spearman’s correlation results.

Results
Recruitment, Enrollment, and Baseline Comparisons
This study was a randomized, controlled, parallel group dietary intervention study
in healthy adults (40 to 65y) with BMI ranging between 20 and 35 kg/m2. Consistent
with the inclusion and exclusion criteria, none of the participants had evidence of chronic
illness, including endocrine, hepatic, renal, thyroid, asthma, cardiac dysfunction,
dysphagia, malabsorptive disorders, or gastrointestinal disorders. All participants had
normal fasting glucose and hematocrit levels, and white blood cell and platelet counts
were within normal ranges. None of the participants took antibiotics 3-mo prior to study
enrollment. None were taking nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs such as aspirin,
dietary supplements known to affect immune function, or probiotics. Initially 1,714
participants were pre-screened via a telephone or online screening questionnaire and
deemed eligible based on age, BMI, post-menopausal status, chronic illness, medication,
and willingness to be randomized. Of these, 319 men and women were screened at the
HNRCA for eligibility based on laboratory exclusion criteria. One-hundred three
qualified volunteers were enrolled and randomized, and 81 completed the study. Of the
22 participants who dropped out, 13 dropped-out during the run-in phase, and 9 dropped
out after randomization (5 from the RG and 4 from the WG groups) due to personal
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reasons unrelated to the intervention, including the need to take antibiotics, time
constraints, family events, no show, and a diverticulitis diagnosis by primary care
physician. Eighty-one participants completed the study, 40 (25M/15F) in the RG group
and 41 (24M/17F) in the WG group (Figure 2.2).
Participants were provided a 2-wk run-in baseline diet, following which baseline
measurements were obtained. There was no significant difference in gender, age, BMI,
race, education, marital status, or occupation at baseline (Table 2.1).

Dietary Intake and Adherence
Body weight was maintained within 1 kg of baseline according to the study
design. At baseline and at the end of the intervention, body weight was 74.7 ± 12.0
versus 74.7 ± 12.4 kg in the WG group and 75.4 ± 12.0 versus 74.9 ± 11.7 kg in the RG
group. There was no difference in energy intake or total fat intake (Table 2.2). There
was a negligible but significant difference in intakes of carbohydrate, protein, and PUFA
with an increase by 3%, a decrease by 2%, and an increase of 0.4% of carbohydrate,
protein, and PUFA intake, respectively, when comparing WG with RG group. We
observed an increased intake of cholesterol in the RG group between baseline and followup, and a smaller increase of cholesterol intake between baseline and follow-up for the
WG group. This resulted in a significantly smaller change in cholesterol intake when
comparing the WG to RG groups. Observed differences in micronutrient intake reflect
compositional differences of the whole grain food and the manufacturer’s fortification of
refined cereals and white flour. Compared with the RG group, intakes of iron,
magnesium, zinc, and selenium were significantly higher in the WG group; however,
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intakes of vitamin D, thiamin, niacin, and folate were significantly lower.
Consumption of whole grains resulted in a significant increase in total dietary
fiber (DF) in the WG group compared to the RG group. Over the 6-week intervention
phase, WG subjects had an average daily consumption of 207±39 g whole grains and
40±5 g fiber, versus 0 g and 21±3 g, respectively, in the RG group. There was a small
but significant increase in soluble fiber intake in the RG and WG groups at the follow-up
time point compared to baseline. In contrast, insoluble fiber intake did not significantly
increase in the RG group but doubled in the WG group. In this study wheat was the
major contributor of whole grain intake, therefore, insoluble fiber was the major source
of DF. The self-reported gastrointestinal symptoms did not differ between groups (Table
2.3).
Alkylresorcinols are phenolic lipids found in the bran of wheat and rye.
Therefore, plasma ARs are suitable as biomarkers of whole grain wheat consumption.
Plasma concentrations of AR between groups were not statistically significantly different
at baseline. Increased WG consumption was accompanied by a statistically significant
increase in ARs (C19:0, C21:0, C23) and total ARs (all p values < 0.0001) (Table 2.4) in
the WG group. Plasma AR concentrations of C 19:0, C 21:0, C 23:0, and total ARs of
the WG group after the intervention were approximately 6, 9, 5, and 7-fold higher
respectively (all p values < 0.0001) than the concentrations at baseline. There was a
larger increase (9 fold) in plasma concentrations of C 21:0 relative to the other ARs in the
WG group, which reflects that wheat was the main component of the WG diet in this
study. As expected, there was no significant change in plasma AR concentrations in the
RG after the intervention phase, confirming that participants adhered to the diets.
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Delayed-type Hypersensitivity Skin Test (DTH)
There was no within or between group difference in total number of positive
antigens, total diameter of induration measured at 48 hours after implantation (Table
2.5). There was a significant increase in diameter of induration for Trichophyton after
the intervention compared to baseline in both groups with no significant difference in
change between the two groups.

Cell Blood Count-Differential, Lymphocyte Phenotypes, and Lymphocyte
Proliferation
No between group difference was found in total number of white blood cells
(WBC), lymphocytes, monocytes, eosinophils, basophils, or neutrophils (Table 2.6).
There was no effect of the WG intervention on the percentage of T lymphocytes, CD4+
cells and subpopulations, CD8+ cells and subpopulations, B cells, NK cells, NKT cells,
or Treg cells (Table 2.7). There was a significant difference in total effector memory
(TEM) T cells in the WG group relative to the RG group (p = 0.03). This was mostly a
reflection of a decrease in TEM in the RG group. Partial correlation analysis showed a
modest positive correlation between TEM cells and C 19:0 (r = 0.22, p = 0.04), C 21:0 (r
= 0.33, p = 0.001), and total ARs (r = 0.28, p = 0.01). This suggests that the increase in
TEM T cells is associated with an increase in whole grain intake.
There was no significant within or between group difference in T cell
proliferation in response to Con A, anti-CD3/anti-CD28, or PHA at any of the
concentrations used (Table 2.8).
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Plasma Cytokines, Plasma LBP, ex vivo Production of Cytokines, and NK Cell
Activity
There was no effect of the intervention on plasma concentrations of cytokines or
LBP (Table 2.9). Although several inflammatory markers are used to define chronic
inflammation, it is increasingly appreciated that measurement of an integrated index by
calculating an inflammatory score which takes into account all cytokines may be a better
representation of systemic inflammation status. Thus we computed the IS in this study.
There was no between group differences in the IS; however, there was a significant
inverse correlation between the IS and total AR in the WG group (Pearson’s r= -0.40
p=0.02).
There was a significant difference in change from baseline to follow-up between
the two groups in LPS-stimulated TNF-α production (p = 0.04) (Table 2.10). This was
mainly due to a significant decrease in LPS-stimulated TNF-α production in the RG
group (p=0.01). Partial correlation analysis showed a modest positive correlation
between TNF-α and C 19:0 (r = 0.23, p = 0.03) and total ARs (r = 0.23, p = 0.04)
suggesting that the change in LPS-induced production of TNF-α is associated with an
increase in WG intake.
There was no significant difference in ex vivo production of cytokines after
stimulation with anti-CD3/CD28 at any of the concentrations used (Table 2.11). The
WG intervention had no effect on NK cell activity (Table 2.12).
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Salivary and Stool IgA, and Stool Cytokines
The WG intervention had no effect on salivary IgA concentration or rate, stool
IgA concentration (Table 2.13), and stool cytokine concentrations (Table 2.14).

Stool Weight, Frequency, pH, Water content, and Short Chain Fatty Acids (SCFA)
The WG group had a significant increase in bowel movement frequency (p= 0.02)
and stool weight (p = 1.78 x 10-7) after the intervention phase compared to baseline
(Table 2.15). There was no change in bowel movement frequency or 72-h fecal weight
in the RG group. There was a significant increase in the water content of stool in the WG
group (p=0.01), although the change in stool water content was not significantly different
between groups (p=0.15). There was a small but significant increase in stool pH in the
RG group (p=0.05) and a small but significant decrease in the WG group (p=0.04).
However, the change between groups did not reach significance. There was a significant
difference in change in acetate (p = 0.02) and total SCFA (p = 0.05) between the WG
group and the RG group (Table 2.16), mainly due to a decline in the RG group. There
was also a weak but significant correlation between acetate and C 19:0 (r = 0.19, p =
0.02), and total AR (r = 0.19, p = 0.02). This suggests that the increase in acetate is
associated with an increase in whole grain intake.
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Fecal Microbiota Composition
The samples were sequenced on Illumina MiSeq in 2 batches in order to generate
a good depth of sequencing per sample. We obtained an average of 189,971 sequences
per sample and a total of 33,254,004 sequences assigned to barcodes. The reads were
clustered into 5,341 OTU’s at 97% sequence identity and used in taxonomic analysis and
classified into 10 bacterial phyla and 118 genera. Community complexities of WG and
RG microbiota were compared according to alpha- (intra-individual) and beta- (interindividual) diversities. There were differences in alpha diversity at baseline; however,
these differences converged at the end of the intervention period (Figure 2.3). Although
we observed a significant difference in unweighted UniFrac at baseline (p = 0.05) this
was not significant with weighted UniFrac analysis (Figure 2.4).
The bacterial composition was determined at the phyla and genera level; however,
family level comparisons were made when genera level identifications were not possible.
When comparing the bacterial taxa at the phyla level, there was a trend towards an
increase of Bacteroidetes and Fusobacteria, and a decrease in abundance of Firmicutes
(all FDR-adjusted p-values = 0.29) at week 6 in the WG compared to the RG (Table
2.17). However, there were no significant differences between groups when comparing
the change (ΔWG - ΔRG) of relative abundance at the phyla level. At the family level,
there was a significant decrease in Enterobacteriaceae when comparing the change
(ΔWG - ΔRG), with a decrease in the WG of -0.03% and an increase in the RG of 0.04%
from baseline (FDR-adjusted p value = 0.25) (Table 2.18). At the genera level, there was
a significant increase in Lachnospira when comparing the change (ΔWG - ΔRG), with an
increase in the WG of 0.19% and a decrease in the RG of -0.85% from baseline (FDR-
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adjusted p value = 0.25). There was a trend towards an increase in Roseburia when
comparing the change (ΔWG - ΔRG), with an increase in the WG of 0.92% and a
decrease in the RG of -0.40% from baseline (FDR-adjusted p value = 0.30). We
observed a positive association between Lachnospira and Roseburia with both acetate
and butyrate post intervention (FDR-adjusted p value and Spearman’s p < 0.25).

Discussion
This study was designed to determine the impact of feeding diets that were
matched for overall energy content and macronutrient composition, but differed in levels
of fiber on gut microbiota, their metabolites, immune and inflammatory responses in
metabolically healthy adults. The fiber intake provided by the WG diet (40 g/d) met the
recommended Dietary Guidelines for Americans, while the intake of the RG diet (21 g/d)
was slightly above the average intake among adults. Our results indicate that the WG
group consumed 207 ± 39 g/day of WG, with a corresponding increase in plasma ARs,
bowel movement, and stool weight. As intended, body weight was maintained fairly
constant, within 1 kg of baseline weight throughout the duration of the study.
Furthermore, the increase of WG in the diet was well tolerated, as self-reported
gastrointestinal side effects did not differ between groups. We found that increasing WG
consumption while maintain weight had modest effects on gut microbiota composition,
stool SCFA concentrations, and phenotypic and immune function parameters.
In this study we measured plasma levels of ARs as biomarkers of WG intake to
monitor adherence. Alkylresorcinols were selected because they are mainly found in the
outer parts of WG wheat and rye, they are not destroyed during food processing [63], and
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they are well absorbed in humans [64]. The mean concentration of total AR after 6weeks of WG intervention was 198 nmol/L. This was slightly higher than but consistent
with a previously reported mean of 161.1 nmol/L [65] following an intervention with
similar WG intake. Additionally, the data of stool output and frequency further support
the adherence to the assigned diets, given that fiber is known to increase stool frequency
and output [66].
Fiber from wheat is mostly insoluble and insoluble fibers have been shown to
increase stool bulk, reduce transit time, and make fecal elimination easier and quicker.
Therefore, insoluble fiber regulates bowel function, which makes it vital for the
wellbeing of healthy people and in the treatment of many diseases such as peptic ulcers.
Peptic ulcers are one of the most prevalent diseases in the world, and some of their
complications have been the major cause of morbidity and mortality [67]. A large
number of patients with peptic ulcers have diets poor in fiber and antioxidants [68]. In
addition to gastrointestinal benefits, fiber has also been implicated in the prevention of
certain cancers. A meta-analysis of large prospective cohort studies showed that every 10
g/d incremental increase in DF intake was associated with a 7% reduction in the risk of
breast cancer [69]. On a larger perspective, fiber may have an indirect effect in the
prevention of other cancers by competing with toxins or pathogens for their attachment
sites, which limits their abundance and prevents infections that drive carcinogenesis. It
has been estimated that 30-35 % of cancer cases are preventable via a healthy diet high in
fiber [70].
In order to determine impact of WG on immune and inflammatory responses and
gut microbiota, our study assessed the followings: 1) systemic and stool inflammatory
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cytokine concentrations, and plasma lipopolysaccharide binding protein (LBP)
concentration, 2) phenotypic or functional immune parameters, and 3) gut microbiota and
microbial products. We found no effect of WG on plasma and stool inflammatory
cytokine concentrations, neither for LBP concentration in plasma. Our findings are
consistent with four [34-36, 71] out of five published WG studies that only looked at
inflammatory status but not impact on cell mediated immune response or gut microbiota
composition. The observed reduction in inflammation reported by Sofi et al. [31] used a
unique type of Italian WG wheat with a special processing method. The authors
characterized this WG flour as having higher contents of polyphenols and flavonoids,
which have anti-inflammatory effects [33].
We found no effect of WG on phenotypic or functional immune parameters
including number and percentage of WBC, T and B lymphocytes, NK cells, naïve and
memory subsets of CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes, ex vivo production of cytokines
after anti-CD3/CD28 stimulation of whole blood, lymphocyte proliferation, DTH
response, activity of NK cells, and concentrations of saliva and stool IgA. However,
there was a difference in TEM T cells and LPS-stimulated TNF-α production in the WG
group relative to the RG group, suggesting that increased consumption of WG may have
a modest effect on the immune response to pathogens. Terminal effector memory T cells
are involved in the adaptive immune response to a recall antigen; therefore, an increase in
this population suggests a better response to a recall antigen. Similarly, the stimulation
with LPS serves as an ex vivo surrogate marker for the inflammatory response following
a pathogen challenge. Our data showed a significant decrease in production of TNF-α in
the RG group, while the WG group had no significant change in TNF-α production.
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Therefore, we can infer that WG consumption results in a more robust response to
antigens compared to RGs. Our findings are consistent with Ampatzoglou et al. [37] who
investigated the effect of WG intake on phenotypic and functional immune parameters
and found a trend for increased CD4+ terminal central memory cells and no difference in
NK cell activity in the WG group vs. control group.
In this study we found a modest effect of WG on the composition of microbiota
and stool SCFA concentrations. These observations were consistent with two [32, 33]
out of three [32, 33, 37] previous studies that investigated the effect of WG on gut
microbiota. We did not observe a difference in bacterial diversity or phyla between
groups; these results are in agreement with the other intervention trials that used WG
wheat as the main source of WG [33, 65]. In contrast, Martinez et al. [32] used WG
barley and brown rice as the main sources of WG and reported increases in gut microbial
diversity and Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes ratio. Similar to the results reported by Martinez
et al. [32] and Vitaglione et al. [33], we observed differences at the bacteria genus level:
an increase in the SCFA-producer Lachnospira and a decrease in the pro-inflammatory
Enterobacteriaceae. Distinctively from Martinez et al. [32], we observed a difference in
stool acetate concentration between groups, which was mainly driven by a decrease in the
RG group. Of these three studies, only Matinez et al. [32] and Vitaglione et al. [33]
reported a decrease in systemic inflammatory markers and changes in the gut microbiota
composition. The reason for the inconsistent findings in these clinical trials is not
completely understood, however, factors such as not rigorously measuring adherence, not
completely controlling the diet, and differences in the population studied may have
contributed to divergent findings.
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To our knowledge, this study is the first WG intervention study that completely
controlled the diet to maintain weight and keep other (than fiber) dietary intake constant.
Furthermore, we included analysis of plasma ARs to verify adherence. In doing so, we
were able to assess the effect of WG on gut microbiota and the immune and
inflammatory markers without the influence of confounding factors. Interestingly,
intervention studies that did not include biomarkers of adherence consistently report
mixed results [31, 34-36, 71] on inflammatory markers while those that did include
markers of WG adherence, and observed significant changes in gut microbiota
composition, have reported beneficial effects on inflammatory markers [32, 33, 37]. In
addition to adding adherence biomarkers and achieving microbiota changes, they
included participants who were within a tighter age and BMI range. It is possible that by
including participants that are closer in age and BMI there was a decrease in variation
and thus increased power of detecting hypothesized differences. This suggests that the
mixed results may be due, in part, to the population studied, varied adherence to study
diets, or alternatively, the detectable WG effect on immune and inflammatory responses
may require more pronounced changes in the gut microbiota than observed in our study.
The strength of the present study is that the modest WG effects on immune and
microbiota parameters were found in the context of a controlled energy and
macronutrient diet where all food was provided to participants, which allowed them to
maintain their body weight constant, thus eliminating the confounding effect of weight
loss associated with increasing fiber consumption. Furthermore, the current study was
conducted in healthy individuals who were not likely immune-compromised or have high
inflammatory status. It is possible that more pronounced changes would have been
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observed in participants preselected for high inflammatory status, or in the presence of
chronic disease. Future intervention studies should also consider including a variety of
grains since grains vary in types of fiber, and concentrations of phytochemicals and
micronutrients. For example, wheat provides small quantities of soluble fiber, while oats
are more prominent sources of soluble fiber, which are know to beneficially alter blood
lipid profiles [75]. They also vary in total phenolic contents, which are higher in barley,
followed by oats, rye, and wheat [76]. This is important because phenolic compounds
have anti-inflammatory effects [33] and are most bioavailable in soluble forms [77].
Finally, genomic and epigenetic variation should be determined for the varied response to
WG intake among individuals in terms of change in gut microbiota, inflammation status,
and immune response.
In conclusion, 6 weeks of whole grain consumption in an isocaloric diet, which
did not result in weight loss, was well tolerated by healthy middle-aged subjects. This
intervention resulted in an increase in stool frequency and weight, and had a very modest
effect on gut microbiota composition, SCFA, and immune response. Further studies with
other whole grains with higher soluble fiber and/or phenolic compounds are needed to
determine the health benefits of whole grains on healthy individuals. Furthermore, studies
with whole grain with and without weight loss are needed for better understanding the
impact of whole grains on gut microbiota and associated health benefits.
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Tables
Table&2.1!Baseline!Characteristics!of!participants a
Charactaristic
RG&Group
Mean&±&SD
Range&or&%
Subjects,&n
40
Sex,&M/F,&n
25/15
Age,&y
54!±!5
41965
BMI&(kg/m 2 ),&n
26!±!3
20933
Race,&n
!!!White
21
!!!Black
9
+++Asian+American
3
!!!Other

7

&&&&&&&&&&WG&Group&
Mean&±&SD
Range&or&%
41
24/17
55!±!6
40965
26!±!3
20934
23
9
6
3

Education,&n
!!!Grad/Prof+school

14

37%

14

!!!4+yr+college
17
45%
15
!!!<+4+yr+college
6
16%
9
!!!Other
1
3%
3
Marital&status,&n
!!!Married
16
42%
12
!!!single
14
37%
17
!!!Divorced
6
16%
8
!!!Separated
1
3%
3
!!!Widowed
1
3%
1
Occupation,&n
!!!Service
6
17%
12
!!!Technical
6
17%
1
!!!Professional
6
17%
5
!!!Retired
3
8%
3
!!!Unemployed
2
5%
2
!!!Other
13
36%
15
a!There!were!no!statistical!differences!between!groups!based!on!Student's
t9test!or!Fisher's!Exact!test!(p!<!0.05)

34%
37%
22%
7%
29%
41%
20%
7%
2%
32%
3%
13%
8%
5%
39%
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Table 2.2 Dietary intake of participants at of participants at run-in (week 1 to week 2) and during follow-up (week 3 to week 8)
RG#Group
##########WG#Group
Run*ina
Run*ina
Follow*Up
Δ#RG
Follow*Up
Δ#WG
Δ#WG*Δ#RG
Mean#±#SEM
Mean#±#SEM Mean#±#SEM Mean#±#SEM P#value Mean#±#SEM Mean#±#SEM Mean#±#SEM P#value
P#value
Energy,(Kcal
2639(±(363 2551(±(358
184.7(±(41
0.0089
2673(±(395 2566(±(359 1107(±(43
0.0083
122(±(59
0.9966
CHO,(%

47(±(1

52(±(2

5(±(0.3

<0.0001

47(±(1

54(±(2

8(±(0.3

<0.0001

3(±(0.4

<0.0001

Protein,(%

19(±(1

20(±(1

1(±(0.2

<0.0001

19(±(1

18(±(1

10.7(±(0.2

<0.0001

12(±(0.2

<0.0001

Total(fat,(%

34(±(1

28(±(1

16(±(0.2

<0.0001

35(±(1

28(±(2

17(±(0.3

<0.0001

10.8(±(0.4

0.1113

(((SAFA,(%

11(±(2

9(±(1

12(±(0.3

<0.0001

11(±(1

8(±(1

13(±(0.1

<0.0001

10.8(±(0.3

0.0665

(((MUFA,(%

12.5(±(1.6

10.7(±(0.9

12(±(0.3

0.001

13(±(0.7

11(±(5

12(±(0.7

0.0092

0.2(±(0.8

0.5827

(((PUFA,(%

7(±(0.3

6(±(0.6

11(±(0.1

<0.0001

7(±(0.4

7(±(1

11(±(0.1

<0.0001

0.4(±(0.1

0.0004

252(±(35

360(±(69

110(±(8

<0.0001

260(±(40

268(±(93

9(±(13

0.4294

1101(±(16

<0.0001

Total(DF,(g

21(±(3

21(±(3

10.03(±(0.4

0.8368

21(±(3

40(±(5

19(±(1

<0.0001

19(±(3

<0.0001

Soluble(fiber,(g

6(±(1

6(±(1

0.4(±(0.1

0.003

6(±(1

8(±(1

2(±(0.1

<0.0001

2(±(0.2

<0.0001

Insoluble(fiber,(g

14(±(2

15(±(2

0.1(±(0.3

0.9366

15(±(2

31(±(5

16(±(1

<0.0001

16(±(0.8

<0.0001

Vitamin(D3,(mcg

8(±(1

8(±(1

10.3(±(0.2

0.0253

8(±(1

7(±(1

11(±(0.1

<0.0001

10.8(±(0.4

0.0004

Vitamin(E,(mg

11(±(2

14(±(2

2(±(0.3

<0.0001

11(±(2

18(±(2

7(±(0.3

<0.0001

5(±(0.4

<0.0001

Vitamin(C,(mg

150(±(25

86(±(18

164(±(4

<0.0001

150(±(19

96(±(22

154(±(3

<0.0001

10(±(5

0.0038

Thiamin,(mg

2(±(2

2(±(1

0.005(±(0.03

0.9914

2(±(0.3

2(±(0.3

10.4(±(0.03

<0.0001

10.2(±(0.1

<0.0001

Riboflavin,(mg

3(±(2

3(±(2

0.4(±(0.05

<0.0001

3(±(0.4

3(±(0.4

0.01(±(0.04

0.5785

0.2(±(0.3

<0.0001

Niacin,(mg

35(±(26

34(±(26

11(±(1

0.003

38(±(8

34(±(5

14(±(1

0.0005

12(±(5

0.7113

Folate,(mcg

736(±(16

781(±(17

45(±(13

0.0006

742(±(101

661(±(117

181(±(12

<0.0001

1126(±(17

<0.0001

22(±(3

23(±(3

0.4(±(0.4

0.2677

22(±(3

26(±(4

3(±(0.3

<0.0001

3(±(1

<0.0001

359(±(48

314(±(41

145(±(5

<0.0001

364(±(53

538(±(68

175(±(7

<0.0001

220(±(9

<0.0001

13(±(2

14(±(3

1(±(0.3

0.0002

14(±(2

17(±(2

4(±(0.2

<0.0001

3(±(0.4

<0.0001

177(±(50

193(±(28

16(±(8

<0.0001

173(±(25

218(±(26

44(±(3

<0.0001

29(±(8

<0.0001

Cholesterol,(mg

Iron,(mg
Magnesium,(mg
Zinc,(mg
Selenium,(mcg

Abbreviations:(WG,(whole(grain;(RG,(refine(grain
a:(There(was(no(difference(between(groups(at(baseline(
p(values(obtained(using(ANCOVA(controlling(for(baseline,(BMI,(age,(and(gender
NOTE:(RG,(n=(40;(WG,(n=(41.

!
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Table&2.3&The$effects$of$WG$and$RG$on$gastrointestinal$symptoms$of$participants$at$run8in$(week$1$to$week$2)$and$during$follow$up$(weeks$3$to$week$8)
RG&Group
&&&&&&&&&&WG&Group
a
Side&Effect
P9value b
Run9in
Follow9Up
Δ&RG
Run9in
Follow9Up
Δ&WG
Δ&WG9Δ&RG
Mean&±&SEM Mean&±&SEM Mean&±&SEM Mean&±&SEM Mean&±&SEM Mean&±&SEM Mean&±&SEM Time
Group
Interaction
d
Gas/bloating
1.5$±$0.2
1.4$±$0.2
80.1$±$0.2
1.4$±$0.3
1.4$±$0.2
0.0$±$0.2
0.1$±$0.2
0.83
0.002
0.97
Flatulence
2.1$±$0.2
2.3$±$0.2
0.2$±$0.2
2.0$±$0.3
2.1$±$0.2
0.1$±$0.3
3$±$0.4
0.17
0.56
0.40
Nausea
0.1$±$0.1
0.1$±$0.1
0.0$±$0.1
0.1$±$0.1
0.1$±$0.1
0.0$±$0.1
82$±$0.2
0.72
0.56
0.40
b
e
Diarrhea/loose&stool 0.9$±$0.2c
0.5$±$0.1
80.4$±$0.2
0.4$±$0.1
0.0$±$0.2
80.8$±$0.4
0.29
0.4$±$0.2
0.04
0.28
Constipation
1.1$±$0.3
1.0$±$0.2
80.1$±$0.3
1.0$±$0.2
0.6$±$0.2
80.4$±$0.2
80.8$±$0.3
0.93
0.09
0.51
Cramping&
0.04$±$0.04
0.5$±$0.1
0.46$±$0.1
0.21$±$0.14
0.4$±$0.1
0.19$±$0.1
0.2$±$0.8
0.15
0.52
0.34
Abbreviations:$WG,$whole$grain;$RG,$refine$grain
a:$Gastrointestinal$symptoms$were$scored$on$a$scale$of$0$to$5,$$0$indicated$not$experienced$the$effect$and$5$experienced$effect$much$more$than$usual
b:$Main$effects$of$time,$group$and$their$interaction$examined$by$marginal$models$via$unstructured$covariance$structure,$controlling$for$baseline$(wk$182),$
BMI,$age,$sex
c:$Difference$between$WG$and$RG$at$baseline
d:Wk$7$lower$than$wk$4$&$wk$5,$P$<$0.05
e:No$differences$between$weeks$in$post$hoc$testing
NOTE:$RG,$n=$40;$WG,$n=$41.
!
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Table#2.4#Alkylresorcinol%(AR)%concentrations%of%participants%at%baseline(week%2)%and%follow/up%(week%8)
RG#Group
##########WG#Group
Measuresa
Baseline b
Mean#±#SEM#

Follow4Up
Mean#±#SEM#

Δ#RG
Mean#±#SEM# P#value

Baseline b
Mean#±#SEM#

0.16
C#19:0
12.24%±%2.74
12.68%±%1.88
0.44%±%2.42
8.59%±%1.31
0.08
C#21:0
11.31%±%2.30
14.06%±%2.43
2.75%±%2.84
12.30%±%2.39
0.75
C#23:0
3.07%±%0.58
3.86%±%0.72
0.79%±%0.81
3.14%±%0.69
0.90
Total#AR
26.62%±%4.10
30.60%±%3.76
3.98%±%4.96
24.02%±%3.65
Abbreviations:%WG,%whole%grain;%RG,%refine%grain
a:%outcome%measures%reported%in%nmol/ml
b:%There%was%no%difference%between%groups%at%baseline%
p%values%obtained%using%ANCOVA%controlling%for%baseline%measure,%BMI,%age,%and%gender
NOTE:%RG,%n=%40;%WG,%n=#41.%

Follow4Up
Mean#±#SEM#
64.17%±%7.64
116.97%±%15.55
16.89%±%2.76
198.03%±%24.27

Δ#WG
Mean#±#SEM#

Δ#WG4Δ#RG
P#value

Mean±SEM####

P#value

55.15%±%7.76 1.58%x%10 /14
55.59%±%7.29
4.1x10
104.67%±%13.82 1.11x10/10 101.90%±%14.27% 4.10%x%10 /13
12.96%±%2.46 9.10%x%10 /6
13.75%±%2.29
4.61x10/16
174.01%±%21.89 2.96x10/17 170.00±%22.70 5.29%x%10 /11
/25
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Table#2.5#Delayed$type$hypersensetivity$of$participants$at$baseline$(week$2)$and$at$followSup$(week$8)
RG#Group
Measures
(mm)

##########WG#Group

a

Baselineb

Follow6Up

Δ#RG

Mean#±#SEM# Mean#±#SEM# Mean#±#SEM# P#value

Baselineb

Follow6Up

Δ#WG

Δ#WG6Δ#RG

Mean#±#SEM# Mean#±#SEM# Mean#±#SEM# P#value Mean±SEM P#value

Positive#responses
1.8$±$0.1
2.0$±$0.1
0.2$±$$0.1
0.05
1.7$±$0.1
Total#diam#(48hr)
27.4$±$2.5
31.0$±$2.9
3.6$±$$3.2
0.10
24.7$±$2.3
Tetanus#(48hr)
13.2$±$1.3
13.9$±$1.4
0.6$±$$1.5
0.70
12.6$±$1.3
Candida#(48hr)
10.8$±$1.3
11.6$±$1.4
0.8$±$$1.3
0.60
11.4$±$1.5
Trichophyton#(48hr)
3.6$±$1.1
5.8$±$1.4
2.1$±$$0.9
0.0
1.6$±$0.8
Abbreviations:$WG,$whole$grain;$RG,$refine$grain;$diam,$diameter
a:$all$measures$are$in$mm,$except$for$positive$response$which$is$number$of$positive$responses
b:$There$was$no$difference$between$groups$at$baseline$
p$values$obtained$using$ANCOVA$controlling$for$baseline$measure,$BMI,$age,$and$gender
NOTE:$RG,$n=$38$S$40;$WG,$n=#41.$

2.0$±$0.1
31.0$±$2.2
14.0$±$1.2
13.3$±$1.4
3.8$±$1.1

0.3$±$$0.1
5.9$±$$2.6
1.3$±$$1.7
1.8$±$1.3$$
2.2$±$$0.8

0.03
0.10
0.60
0.20
0.0

0.1$±$0.2
2.31$±$4.1
0.6$±$2.3
1.0$±$1.9
0.1$±$1.2

0.88
0.90
0.94
0.51
0.9

!

Table#2.6%Immune%cell%complete%blood%counts%of%participants%at%baseline%(week%2)%and%at%follow.up%(week.8)
RG#Group#
##########WG#Group#
a
Measures
Follow4up
∆#RG
Follow4up
∆#WG
Baselineb
Baselineb
Mean#±#SEM
Mean#±#SEM
Mean#±#SEM P#value
Mean#±#SEM Mean#±#SEM
Mean#±#SEM P#value
WBC
4.96%±%0.20
5.10%±%0.23
0.14%±%0.15
0.36
5.05%±%0.19
5.17%±%0.19
0.12%±%0.11
0.28
Lymphocytes
33.65%±1.51
32.98%±%1.55
.0.68%±%0.93
0.63
34.98%±%1.25
33.93%±%1.29
.1.05%±%0.9
0.44
Monocytes
7.78%±%0.26
7.43%±%0.26
.0.35%±%0.25
0.06
8.15%±%0.27
7.85%±%0.27
.0.29%±%0.22
0.29
Eosinophils
3.35%±0.26
3.18%±0.25
.0.18%±%0.20
0.56
2.85%±%0.21
2.88%±%0.25
0.02%±%0.18
0.80
Basophils
0.78%±%0.08
0.80%±%0.06
0.03%±%0.09
0.82
0.73%±%0.07
0.71%±%0.08
.0.02%±%0.11
0.47
Neutrophils
54.33%±%1.58
55.45%±%1.6
1.13%±%1.1
0.36
53.27%±%1.30
54.59%±%1.36
1.32%±%1.00
0.34
Abbreviations:%WG,%whole%grain;%RG,%refine%grain;%WBC,%white%blood%cells
a:%Concentration%reported%in%10 3 /µL
b:%There%was%no%difference%between%groups%at%baseline%
p%values%obtained%using%ANCOVA%controlling%for%baseline,%BMI,%age,%and%gender
NOTE:%RG,%n=%40;%WG,%n=%41.
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Δ#WG4Δ#RG#
Mean#±#SEM P#value
.0.02%±%0.19
0.91
.0.37%±%1.30
0.84
0.06%±%0.27
0.55
0.20%±%0.14
0.82
.0.05%±%0.14
0.50
0.19%±%1.46
0.98
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Table 2.7 Immune cell phenotype of participants at baseline (week 2) and at follow-up (week 8)
RG Group
Measures

Total T Cells
Total Effector Memory
c
Total CM
Total Terminal Effector Memory
Total Naïve
CD4
CD4 CM
CD4 EM
CD4 TEM
CD4 Naïve
CD8
CD8 CM
c

WG Group

a

c

Follow-Up

Δ RG

Baselineb
Mean ± SEM
66.03 ± 1.78
18.92 ± 1.71
19.79 ± 1.71

Mean ± SEM
63.36 ± 2.89
16.92 ± 1.42
22.55 ± 2.18

Mean ± SEM
-2.67 ± 3.47
-2.00 ± 1.69
2.51 ± 2.17

28.31 ± 2.14
35.67 ± 2.09
47.93 ± 1.96
19.96 ± 3.56
19.64 ± 1.62
26.92 ± 3.77
34.15 ± 2.36
19.24 ± 1.43
20.06 ± 2.13
19.63 ± 1.65

26.61 ± 2.26
38.52 ± 3.08
49.95 ± 1.79
16.53 ± 3.35
17.38 ± 1.72
28.74 ± 3.52
38.93 ± 2.71
19.15 ± 1.37
19.98 ± 2.13
20.15 ± 1.80

-1.70 ± 2.47
2.85 ± 3.11
2.02 ± 1.56
-3.64 ± 3.52
-1.62 ± 1.27
2.56 ± 3.06
4.78 ± 2.53
0.18 ± 1.12
-0.18 ± 2.44
0.74 ± 1.77

Follow-Up

Δ WG

ΔWG-ΔRG

P value
0.71
0.11
0.29

Baselineb
Mean ± SEM
62.42 ± 2.14
21.12 ± 1.55
21.21 ± 2.31

Mean ± SEM
66.60 ± 1.43
21.80 ± 2.01
19.16 ± 1.71

Mean ± SEM
4.18 ± 2.21
0.68 ± 1.62
-2.05 ± 2.58

P value
0.30
0.45
0.39

0.57
0.33
0.11
0.58
0.17
0.39
0.08
0.59
0.97
0.87

27.16 ± 1.74
36.79 ± 2.78
47.49 ± 1.75
15.16 ± 3.19
21.03 ± 1.62
26.31 ± 2.84
37.60 ± 2.26
17.77 ± 1.06
20.17 ± 2.03
18.99 ± 1.93

30.02 ± 2.70
35.74 ± 2.63
47.10 ± 1.80
15.32 ± 3.39
21.61 ± 1.72
30.81 ± 3.01
35.39 ± 2.21
16.93 ± 0.97
21.32 ± 2.21
20.58 ± 2.16

2.86 ± 3.11
-1.10 ± 2.09
-0.39 ± 1.19
0.17 ± 4.02
0.61 ± 1.73
4.50 ± 3.55
-2.21 ± 2.10
-0.84 ± 0.73
1.14 ± 2.16
1.59 ± 2.52

0.29
0.77
0.72
0.62
0.49
0.12
0.54
0.18
0.63
0.58

Mean ± SEM P value
6.86 ± 4.11 0.33
2.68 ± 2.33 0.03
-4.55 ± 3.39 0.18
4.56 ± 4.01
-3.94 ± 3.71
-2.4 ± 1.95
3.81 ± 5.36
2.23 ± 2.15
1.94 ± 4.70
-6.99 ± 3.28
-1.02 ± 1.33
1.32 ± 3.25
0.86 ± 3.11

CD8 EM
CD8 TEM
30.07 ± 2.83
29.46 ± 2.89
-0.99 ± 2.65 0.80
31.02 ± 2.63 29.18 ± 2.85
-1.84 ± 3.28
0.41 -0.85 ± 4.24
CD8 naïve
29.62 ± 2.02
30.20 ± 2.48
0.87 ± 2.15
0.89
29.81 ± 2.24 28.46 ± 1.95
-1.36 ± 1.90
0.66 -2.22 ± 2.87
B cells
10.28 ± 0.86
10.54 ± 1.06
0.26 ± 1.06
0.94
11.59 ± 0.69 11.87 ± 0.69
0.48 ± 0.54
0.32
0.22 ± 1.21
c
6.43
±
0.77
6.29
±
0.63
-0.14
±
0.66
0.20
5.66
±
0.67
5.93
±
0.78
0.19
±
0.55
0.47
0.33 ± 0.86
NK cells
c
1.11 ± 0.92
0.38 ± 0.14
-0.73 ± 0.92 0.77
0.38 ± 0.14
0.59 ± 0.36
0.21 ± 0.39
0.51
0.94 ± 1.00
NKT cells
CD4CD25+
14.49 ± 0.69
12.50 ± 0.69
-1.99 ± 0.82 0.00
14.58 ± 0.85 13.94 ± 0.60
-0.65 ± 0.83
0.37
1.34 ± 1.23
Abbreviations: WG, whole grain; RG, refine grain; CM central memory, EM effector memory, TEM terminal effector memory, NK natural killer cell, NKT natural killer T cell
a: Concentration reported in %
b: There was no difference between groups at baseline
c:Log transformed to achieve normality
p"values"obtained"using"ANCOVA"controlling"for"baseline,"BMI,"age,"and"gender
NOTE: RG, n=38 - 40; WG, n : 38 - 41

0.26
0.37
0.16
0.96
0.14
0.63
0.10
0.19
0.76
0.79
0.70
0.69
0.44
0.70
0.79
0.11
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Table#2.8#Lymphocyte%proliferation%of%participants%at%baseline%(week%2)%and%at%follow.up%(week%8)
RG#Group
Measures

##########WG#Group

a

Δ#RG
Follow4Up
Δ#WG
Baselineb Follow4Up
Baselineb
Δ#WG4Δ#RG
Mean#±#SEM#
Mean#±#SEM#
Mean#±#SEM# P#value
Mean#±#SEM# Mean#±#SEM#
Mean#±#SEM# P#value
Mean±SEM#### P#value
ConA#(5#µg/ml)
13534%±%1355 16872%±%1801
3339%±%1274
0.03
15381%±%1556 16227%±%2140
845%±%1606
0.61
.2493%±%2050
0.11
ConA#(25#µg/ml)
30175%±%3205 31656%±%3220
1481%±%2941
0.53
27804%±%2150 30516%±%3234
2712%±%2366
0.53
1232%±%3775
0.58
ConA#(50#µg/ml)
19780%±%2739 20700%±%3011
921%±%2706
0.51
17612%±%1718 16818%±%2086
.794%±%1847
0.41
.1715%±%3276
0.26
CD3/CD28#(1#µg/ml)
16058%±%2490 18729%±%3035
2671%±%2251
0.19
14424%±%2248 14228%±%2169
.197%±%1955
0.70
.2867%±%2981
0.40
CD3/CD28#(5#µg/ml)
24263%±%3177 25741%±%3704
1479%±%3133
0.52
21179%±%2939 20623%±%2696
.556%±%2424
0.54
.2034%±%3961
0.50
CD3/CD28#(10#µg/ml)
26368%±%3641 28817%±%4390
2448%±%3646
0.30
22750%±%3148 22486%±%2673
.265%±%2695
0.61
.2713%±%4534
0.58
PHA#(2#µg/ml)
6010%±%1363
5604%±%1491
.407%±%1605
0.14
6025%±%1321
3355%±%519
.2671%±%1216
0.03
.2264%±%2014
0.64
PHA#(5#µg/ml)
29942%±%3244 33946%±%3687
4004%±%3322
0.17
30600%±%2786 31929%±%3182
1329%±%2259
0.76
.2675%±%4017
0.29
PHA#(25#µg/ml)#
20846%±%2090 19511%±%1832
.1335%±%1863
0.37
20321%±%2037 20833%±%2163
512%±%1784
0.99
1847%±%2580
0.54
Abbreviations:%WG,%whole%grain;%RG,%refine%grain;%ConA,%concanavalin%A;%CD3/CD28,%antibodies%against%the%CD3%T%cell%receptor%and%CD28%T%cell%co.receptor;%%
PHA,%phytohemagglutinin
a:%all%measures%are%in%counts%per%minute
b:%There%was%no%difference%between%groups%at%baseline%
Data%were%log%transformed%to%achieve%normality%
p%values%obtained%using%ANCOVA%controlling%for%baseline%measure,%BMI,%age,%and%gender
NOTE:%RG,%n=%40;%WG,%n=#40.%
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Table#2.9#Plasma%cytokine%and%lipopolysaccharide%binding%protein%(LBP)%concentrations%of%participants%at%baseline%(week%2)%and%at%follow)up%(week%8)
RG#Group

##########WG#Group

Measuresa
Baselineb
Mean#±#SEM#

Follow4Up
Mean#±#SEM#

Δ#RG
Mean#±#SEM#

Baselineb
Mean#±#SEM#

P#value
c
0.69
TNF4α
11.37%±%1.79
11.49%±%1.79
)0.09%±%0.32
11.62%±%1.93
0.41
IL41a,c
0.62%±%0.15
0.99%±%0.45
0.37%±%0.43
0.37%±%0.06
0.93
IL46a,c
4.99%±%0.89
5.36%±%0.98
0.31%±%0.27
5.21%±%1.19
0.80
IL48a,c
20.57%±%2.76
21.64%±%3.12
1.08%±%1.51
30.29%±%5.20
LBP d
10.69%±%0.69
11.15%±%0.72
0.47%±%0.52
0.80
12.49%±%0.65
Abbreviations:%WG,%whole%grain;%RG,%refine%grain,%TNF)α,%tumor%necrosis%factor)α;%IL,%interleukin
a:%Data%were%log%transformed%to%achieve%normality%%%%%
b:%There%was%no%difference%between%groups%at%baseline%
c:%%outcome%measures%reported%in%pg/mL%
d:%%outcome%measures%reported%in%µg/mL
p%values%obtained%using%ANCOVA%controlling%for%baseline%measure,%BMI,%age,%and%gender
NOTE:%RG,%n=%38;%WG,%n=#41.%

Follow4Up
Mean#±#SEM#
11.16%±%1.84
0.80%±%0.30
5.04%±%0.92
24.92%±%3.96
12.59%±%0.71

Δ#WG
Mean#±#SEM# P#value
0.15
)0.46%±%0.32
0.99
0.43%±%0.29
0.18
)0.17%±%0.44
0.09
)5.37%±%3.02
0.09%±%0.50
0.60

Δ#WG4Δ#RG
Mean±SEM#### P#value
)0.37%±%0.45
0.48
0.05%±%0.51
0.55
)0.48%±%0.53
0.32
)6.44%±%3.46
0.32
)0.37%±%0.72
0.85
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Table#2.10#LPS(induced(cytokine(production(of(participants(at(baseline((week(2)(and(at(follow,up((week(8)
RG#Group

##########WG#Group

Measuresa
Follow3Up
Baseline
Baselineb
Follow3Up
Δ#RG
Mean#±#SEM#
Mean#±#SEM#
Mean#±#SEM# P#value
Mean#±#SEM#
Mean#±#SEM#
IFN3γ
3015 ± 473
1888 ± 290
-1127 ± 449 0.0004
3006 ± 619
2461 ± 567
IL310
743 ± 68
809 ± 74
66 ± 60
0.07
724 ± 56
747 ± 55
TNF3α
15319 ± 1305 12915 ± 1109
-2404 ± 1103
0.01
16276 ± 1307 16003 ± 1408
IL31β
1392 ± 106
1244 ± 99
-148 ± 91
0.02
1662 ± 147
1521 ± 131
IL36
3711 ± 318
3339 ± 264
-372 ± 202
0.05
3530 ± 255
3367 ± 240
IL38
54247(±(5298
66556(±(8977
12310(±(5603
0.0
72232(±(9921
76619(±(10901
Abbreviations:(WG,(whole(grain;(RG,(refine(grain,(IFN,γ,(interferon;((IL,(interleukin;(TNF,α,(tumor(necrosis(factor,α;
a:(outcome(measures(reported(in(pg/mL
b:(There(was(no(difference(between(groups(at(baseline(
p(values(obtained(using(ANCOVA(controlling(for(baseline(measure,(BMI,(age,(and(gender
b

Δ#WG
Mean#±#SEM#
-545 ± 243
23 ± 36
-273 ± 868
-141 ± 105
-164 ± 191
4386(±(6115

P#value
0.07
0.43
0.97
0.44
0.45
0.3

Δ#WG3Δ#RG
Mean±SEM#### P#value
582(±(507
0.17
,42(±(69
0.46
2131(±(1399
0.04
6(±(139
0.26
209(±(278
0.38
,7923(±(8304
0.5
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Table&2.11&anti*CD3/CD28+induced+cytokine+production+of+participants+at+baseline+(week+2)+and+at+follow<up+(week+8)
RG&Group

&&&&&&&&&&WG&Group

Measuresα
Δ&RG
Baselineβ
Follow*Up
Baselineβ
Mean&±&SEM&
Mean&±&SEM&
Mean&±&SEM&
P&value
Mean&±&SEM&
14166+±+3405
7494+±+1416
<4017.8+±+2446
0.09
12285+±+4110
IFN*γ δ
130+±+28.5
94.5+±+19.2
<35.5+±+21.8
0.01
126+±+26.7
IL*2δ
IL*12
5.07+±+1.23
4.27+±+1.29
<0.8+±+0.35
0.01
5.04+±+0.94
IL*4
9.52+±+1.45
8.9+±+1.71
<0.62+±+0.76
0.19
8.55+±+1.43
76.8+±+8.27
74.2+±+7.92
<2.56+±+4.45
0.67
70.7+±+7.63
IL*10δ
δ
34.4+±+5.01
29.4+±+4.6
<5.04+±+3.97
0.08
39.4+±+9.42
IL*13
Abbreviations:+WG,+whole+grain;+RG,+refine+grain,+IFN<γ,+interferon;++IL,+interleukin
α:+outcome+measures+reported+in+pg/mL
β:+There+was+no+difference+between+groups+at+baseline+
δ:+Data+were+log+transformed+to+achieve+normality++
p+values+obtained+using+ANCOVA+controlling+for+baseline+measure,+BMI,+age,+and+gender
NOTE:+RG,+n=+36<39;+WG,+n=#35&40.+

Follow*Up
Mean&±&SEM&
11718.5+±+3380
101+±+20.7
4.72+±+1.04
7.31+±+1.09
64.6+±+7.45
37.7+±+8.2

Δ&WG
Mean&±&SEM&
P&value
<1057+±+2866
0.38
<27.2+±+9.96
0.004
<0.24+±+0.31
0.45
<1.19+±+0.66
0.06
<5.74+±+4.69
0.12
<2.28+±+4.16
0.13

Δ&WG*Δ&RG
Mean±SEM&&&& P&value
2961+±+3811
0.53
0.92
8.31+±+24.2
0.56+±+0.46+
0.19
<0.57+±+1.01
0.65
<3.18+±+6.46
0.41
2.75+±+5.75
0.85
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Table#2.12#Natural&killer&cell&activity&of&participants&at&baseline&(week&2)&and&at&follow.up&(week&8)
RG#Group

##########WG#Group

Effector:Target#Ratioa
Baselineb
Follow:Up
Δ#RG
Mean#±#SEM#
Mean#±#SEM#
Mean#±#SEM# P#value
1:12.5
21.43&±&1.20
22.77&±&1.27
1.34&±&0.93
0.19
1:25
34.32&±&1.69
35.39&±&1.62
1.07&±&1.08
0.54
1:50
49.55&±&2.22
53.03&±&1.96
3.49&±&1.41
0.10
1:100
84.2&±&1.40
83.99&±&1.29
.0.21&±&1.13
0.60
Abbreviations:&WG,&whole&grain;&RG,&refine&grain
a:&Data&are&reported&in&%&cell&death&of&target&cells
b:&There&was&no&difference&between&groups&at&baseline&
p&values&obtained&using&ANCOVA&controlling&for&baseline&measure,&BMI,&age,&and&gender
NOTE:&&RG,&n=#39&.&40;&WG,&n=&39&.&41

Baselineb
Mean#±#SEM#
20.94&±&1.48
35.79&±&1.87
53.1&±&1.74
84.17&±&1.34

Follow:Up
Mean#±#SEM#
22.9&±&1.50
37.5&±&2.01
56.34&±&1.76
83.92&±&1.26

Δ#WG
Mean#±#SEM#
1.96&±&0.92
1.71&±&1.42
3.24&±&1.84
.0.09&±&1.26

P#value
0.06
0.12
0.01
0.81

Δ#WG:Δ#RG
Mean±SEM#### P#value
0.62&±&1.31
0.69
0.64&±&1.79
0.49
.0.25&±&2.32
0.44
0.13&±&1.69
0.85
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Table 2.13 Salivary and fecal water IgA of participants at baseline (week 2) and at follow-up (week 8)
RG#Group#
##########WG#Group#
Measuresa
Baselineb
Baselineb
Follow4up
∆#RG
Follow4up
∆#WG
Mean#±#SEM
Mean#±#SEM
Mean#±#SEM
P#value
Mean#±#SEM
Mean#±#SEM
Mean#±#SEM
Saliva#IgA#Conc.
441#±#38
510#±#36
69#±#22
0.002
508#±#33
559#±##36
51#±#17
354#±#70
473#±#139
119±#137
0.16
399#±#93
503#±#97#
104#±##96
Saliva#IgA#Rate c
Stool#IgA
36722#±#15231
32551#±#8157#
.4171#±#11664
0.57
38000#±##9210 33728#±##7439
.4272#±#9243#
Abbreviations:#WG,#whole#grain;#RG,#refine#grain;#IgA,#immunoglobulin#A
a:#Concentration#reported#in#µg/mL#and#rate#in#µg/min
b:#There#was#no#difference#between#groups#at#baseline#
c:#Rate#was#the#only#variable#log#transformed#prior#to#statistical#analysis
p#values#obtained#using#ANCOVA#controlling#for#baseline,#BMI,#age,#and#gender
NOTE:#RG,#n=#40;#WG,#n=#41.
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P#value
0.01
0.02
0.47

Δ#WG4Δ#RG#
Mean#±#SEM P#value
.18##±#28
0.65
.15##±#166
0.51
.101#±#14842
0.92
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Table#2.14%Stool%water%cytokine%concentrations%of%participants%at%baseline%(week%2)%and%at%follow+up%(week%8)
RG#Group
Measures

##########WG#Group

a,c

Baseline
Follow5Up
Δ#RG
Follow5Up
Δ#WG
Δ#WG5Δ#RG
Baselineb
Mean#±#SEM# Mean#±#SEM#
Mean#±#SEM#
P#value
Mean#±#SEM# Mean#±#SEM#
Mean#±#SEM# P#value
Mean±SEM#### P#value
IFN5γ
0.37%±%0.19
0.21%±%0.06
+0.16%±%0.16
0.63
0.14%±%0.03
0.24%±%0.14
0.10%±%0.15
0.61
0.27%±%0.22
0.97
IL517
1.72%±%0.73
3.17%±%1.80
1.46%±%1.08
0.22
1.32%±%0.298
1.51%±%0.23
0.19%±%0.18
0.16
+1.27%±%1.11
0.88
TNF5α
1.76%±%0.31
2.11%±%0.38
0.35%±%0.29
0.54
2.76%±%0.52
2.63%±%0.47
+0.14%±%0.60
0.74
+0.49%±%0.63
0.82
IL56
0.34%±%0.13
0.29%±%0.08
+0.05%±%0.12
0.09
0.603%±%0.23
0.43%±%0.15
+0.17%±%0.17
0.14
+0.12%±%0.20
0.89
0.08%±%0.06
0.06%±%0.06
0.83
0.18%±%0.09
0.09%±%0.08
0.07
0.03%±%0.10
0.25
TGF5β
0.02%±%0.01b
0.097%±%0.04c
Abbreviations:%WG,%whole%grain;%RG,%refine%grain,%IFN+γ,%interferon;%%IL,%interleukin;%TNF+α,%tumor%necrosis%factor+α;%TGF+β,%transforming%growth%factor%beta
a:%outcome%measures%reported%in%pg/mL
b:%There%was%a%difference%between%groups%at%baseline%
c:%Data%were%log%transformed%to%achieve%normality%%
p%values%obtained%using%ANCOVA%controlling%for%baseline%measure,%BMI,%age,%and%gender
NOTE:%RG,%n=%19+39;%WG,%n=#18&38.%
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Table#2.15#Stool%characteristics%of%of%participants%at%baseline%(week%2)%and%at%follow)up%(week%8)
RG#Group
##########WG#Group
Measures
Follow3Up
Δ#RG
Follow3Up
Δ#WG
Baselinea
Baselinea
Mean#±#SEM
Mean#±#SEM#
Mean#±#SEM P#value
Mean#±#SEM Mean#±#SEM#
Mean#±#SEM
No.#of#Stool#in#72#hr
3.62%±%0.24
3.46%±%0.26
)0.15%±%0.20
0.33
3.78%±%0.30
4.34%±%0.32
0.56%±%0.25
Stool#water#content#(%) 72.11%±%1.11
72.79%±%1.13
0.86%±%1.44
0.39
71.35%±%1.46
74.57%±%1.19
3.23%±%1.53
Stool#weight#(g/d)
105.05%±%8.57
95.83%±%8.57
)9.22%±%8.07
0.26
116.60%±%11.25 178.68%±%12.79
62.07%±%9.96
1.66%±%5.78
9.19%±%3.18
)7.32%±%6.28
0.13
8.48%±%3.17
4.79%±%1.33
)3.69%±%3.18
Aerobic#(CFU#x107 )#
1.34%±%3.19
2.19%±%8.89
8.14%±%8.97
0.13
3.38%±%1.16
1.21%±%5.12
)2.18%±%1.01
Anaerobic#(CFU#x10 9 )
Stool#pH
6.78±%0.05
6.81%±%0.05
0.01%±%0.05
0.05
6.77%±%0.06
6.75%±%0.04
)0.03%±%0.06
Abbreviations:%WG,%whole%grain;%RG,%refine%grain;%CFU,%colony%forming%units
a:%There%was%no%difference%between%groups%at%baseline%
p%values%obtained%using%ANCOVA%controlling%for%baseline%measure,%BMI,%age,%and%gender
NOTE:%RG,%n=%40;%WG,%n=#41.%
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P#value
0.03
0.01
0.00
0.12
0.12
0.04

Δ#WG3Δ#RG
Mean±SEM P#value
0.76%±%0.32
0.02
2.36%±%2.11
0.15
69.30%±%12.89 1.77x10)7
3.63%±%6.84
0.32
2.99%±%1.36
0.31
)0.07%±%0.08
0.31
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Table#2.16#Fecal&water&short&chain&fatty&acid&(SCFA)&concentrations&of&participants&at&baseline&(week&2)&and&at&follow*up&(week&8)
RG#Group
Follow4Up
Δ#RG
Baselineb
Mean#±#SEM#
Mean#±#SEM#
Mean#±#SEM#
Acetate c
20.73&±&1.11
19.3&±&0.92
*1.43&±&0.96
Propionate
5.19&±&0.64
3.6&±&0.5
*1.59&±&0.32
Butyrate c
5.29&±&0.8
4.5&±&0.51
*0.79&±&0.89
Total#SCFA c
31.21&±&2.12
27.4&±&1.62
*3.81&±&1.66
Abbreviations:&WG,&whole&grain;&RG,&refine&grain
a:&outcome&measures&reported&in&mmol/mL
b:&There&was&no&difference&between&groups&at&baseline&
Measuresa

P#value
0.03
<0.0001
0.14
0.002

c:&Logged&transformed&to&reach&normal&distribution

p&values&obtained&using&ANCOVA&controlling&for&baseline&measure,&BMI,&age,&and&gender
NOTE:&RG,&n=&40;&WG,&n=)39.&

Baselineb
Mean#±#SEM#
21.63&±&1.17
5.37&±&0.71
5.43&±&0.7
32.43&±&2.1

WG#Group
Follow4Up
Δ#WG
Mean#±#SEM#
Mean#±#SEM# P#value
0.19
22.34&±&1.26
0.71&±&0.98
3.46&±&0.46
*1.91&±&0.25
<0.0001
0.86
5.52&±&0.91
0.09&±&0.76
0.65
31.32&±&2.08
*1.11&±&1.51

Δ#WG4Δ#RG
Mean±SEM#### P#value
2.13&±&1.36
0.02
*0.32&±&0.41
0.29
0.88&±&1.18
0.25
2.70&±&2.25
0.05
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Table&2.17&Relative(abundance(of(bacteria(phyla(in(stool(samples(of(participants(at(baseline((week(2)(and(at(follow;up((week(8)
Phyla a

RG&Group
Baseline

b

Follow5up

Mean&±&SEM Mean&±&SEM

WG&Group
ΔRG

Mean&±&SEM

FDR5
corrected&P

Baseline

b

Follow5up

Mean&±&SEM Mean&±&SEM

ΔWG
Mean&±&SEM

FDR5
corrected&P

Firmicutes
51.41(±(3.00 48.61(±(2.74 ;2.80(±(2.87
0.97
43.29(±(2.57 43.57(±(2.33
0.28(±(2.70
0.94
Bacteroidetes
38.66(±(2.85 45.33(±(3.13
6.67(±(0.43
0.91
49.13(±(2.73 50.2(±(2.33
1.07(±(2.79
0.94
Proteobacteria
2.96(±(0.65 2.32(±(0.29
;0.64(±(0.49
0.91
3.30(±(0.53 3.05(±(0.43
;0.25(±(0.48
0.94
Actinobacteria
1.74(±(0.43 1.56(±(0.33
;0.18(±(0.39
0.91
1.59(±(0.44 1.05(±(0.28
;0.54(±0.36
0.94
Tenericutes
1.45(±(0.54 0.73(±(0.26
;0.72(±(0.42
0.91
0.73(±(0.31 0.71(±(0.28
;0.02(±(0.29
0.94
Verrucomicrobia 0.45(±(0.11 0.71(±(0.28
0.26(±(0.27
0.91
0.26(±(0.1 0.39(±(0.14
0.13(±(0.12
0.94
Cyanobacteria
0.63(±(0.58 0.01(±(0.01
;0.62(±(0.01
0.97
0.13(±(0.1 0.07(±(0.06
;0.06(±(1.09
0.94
Fusobacteria
1.75(±(1.74 0.02(±(0.01
;1.73(±(0.01
0.93
1.07(±(0.61 0.72(±(0.44
;0.35(±(0.74
0.94
Lentisphaerae
0.02(±(0.01 0.03(±(0.01
0.01(±(0.02
0.91
0.07(±(0.07 0.02(±(0.01
;0.05(±(0.04
0.94
Abbreviations:(RG,(refine(grain;(WG,(whole(grain;(FDR,(false(discovery(rate
a:(Outcome(measures(reported(in(percent(of(total(microbiota(per(sample
b:(There(was(no(difference(between(groups(at(baseline(
(P(values(obtain(using(a(linear(model,(covariates(in(model(include(age,(BMI,(and(gender,(with(FDR(correction(for(multiple(testing

&ΔWG&5&ΔRG
Mean&±&SEM

FDR5
corrected&P

3.08(±(2.75
;5.6(±(1.61
0.39(±(0.49
;0.36(±(0.37
0.70(±(0.43
;0.13(±(0.20
0.56(±(0.55
1.38(±(0.38
;0.06(±(0.03

0.94
0.97
0.97
0.89
0.89
0.94
0.97
0.94
0.89
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Table&2.18&Relative(abundance(of(bacteria(genera(in(stool(samples(of(participants(at(baseline((week(2)(and(at(follow:up((week(8)(
Taxona

RG&Group
Baseline

b

Mean&±&SD

Lachnospira
Roseburia
Enterobacteriaceae

Follow3up
Mean&±&SD

WG&Group
ΔRG

Mean&±&SD

FDR3
corrected&P

2.16(±(0.37 1.31(±(0.26
:0.85(±(0.31
0.99
1.88(±(0.29 1.48(±(0.19
:0.40(±(0.24
0.99
0.05(±(0.02 0.09(±(0.04
0.04(±(0.03
0.99
Abbreviations:(RG,(refine(grain;(WG,(whole(grain;(FDR,(false(discovery(rate
a:(Outcome(measures(reported(in(percent(of(total(microbiota(per(sample

Baseline

Follow3up

Mean&±&SD

Mean&±&SD

1.71(±(0.26
1.89(±(0.38
0.33(±(0.17

1.90(±(0.41
2.81(±(0.46
0.30(±(0.20

ΔWG

&ΔWG&3&ΔRG

Mean&±&SD

FDR3
corrected&P

Mean&±&SD

FDR3
corrected&P

0.19(±(0.34
0.92(±(0.42
:0.03±0.19

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.04(±(0.33
1.32(±(0.33
:0.07(±(0.11

0.25
0.30
0.25

b:(There(was(no(difference(between(groups(at(baseline(
P(values(obtain(using(a(linear(model,(covariates(in(model(include(age,(BMI,(and(gender,(with(FDR(correction(for(multiple(testing
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Figures

RG: Weight maintenance refine grain diet
Randomization

Screening

Week

Weight
maintenance
Run-in period
1

2

WG: Weight maintenace whole grain diet

3

4

5

6

7

8

DTH and sample collection (blood, saliva, and stool) take place during wk-2 of run-in
period, and wk-6 of intervention diet

All food provided

Figure'2.1'Schema'c(outline(of(the(study(protocol.(RG,(reﬁne(grain;(WG,(whole(grain;(DTH,(delayed(type(hypersense'vity.'

!

Figure'2.2'Participant!flow!Chart!

Participants contacted for phone screen (n=1,714)

Telephone
screening

Excluded (n= 1395)

Eligible for lab screen (n=319)
Excluded (n=216)

Laboratory
screening
Eligible for randomization (n=103)

Allocation

RG Group (n=45)

Drop-outs (n=13):
Antibiotic use: 1
Anti-histamine use: 1
Uncontrolled hypertension: 1
Did not want to be randomized: 1
Time constraints: 1
Other: 8*

WG Group (n=45)

Drop-outs (n=5):
No show: 2
Family event: 1
Antibiotic use: 1
Other: 1#

40 completed

Drop-outs (n=4):
No show: 1
Time constraint: 1
Diverticulitis: 1
Other: 1#

41 completed

* Other reasons included unwillingness to eat all study foods, current participation in other
studies, and over the BMI range at the start date but after signing consent.
#
Unwilling to consume all study foods
!
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120"

Phylogenic+Diversity+

100"
80"
60"
40"
20"
0"
RG_Wk-2"

RG_Wk-8"

WG_Wk2"

WG_Wk-8"

Figure'2.3!Alpha'diversity!comparisons!of!the!gut!microbiota!of!the!stool!
samples!collected!at!baseline!and!after!the!intervention!period.!!Box'and'
whisker!plots!showing!distribution!of!the!data!in!quartiles.!Alpha!diversity!
did!not!significantly!change!from!baseline!after!either!diet!as!observed!with!
phylogenic!diversity!richness!metrics.!Alpha!diversity!in!the!stool!samples!
collected!at!baseline!in!the!WG!group!was!lower!than!the!alpha!diversity!
from!the!samples!collected!at!baseline!in!the!RG!group!(P!=!0.01).!RG,!refine!
grain;!WG,!whole!grain;!BL,!baseline;!WK'8,!week'8!or!follow'up.
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A

B#

Figure#2.4#Beta%diversity,comparisons,of,,gut,microbiota,of,stool,samples,collected,at,baseline,and,a7er,the,interven9on,period.,Data,from,WG,
par9cipants,before,(dark,blue,dots),and,a7er,(light,blue,dots),the,interven9on,,as,well,as,RG,par9cipants,before,(dark,orange,dots),and,a7er,(light,
orange,dots),the,interven9on.,Principle,coordinate,analysis,of,weighted,(A),and,unweighted,(B),UniFrac,distances.,The,weighted,UniFrac,analysis,
showed,that,the,microbiota,community,structure,of,WG,and,RG,par9cipants,was,not,signiﬁcantly,diﬀerent,at,either,9me,point,as,discrete,clusters,
did,not,form.,,However,,unwighted,UniFrac,analysis,showed,a,sta9s9cally,signiﬁcant,diﬀerence,in,microbiota,structure,of,WG,and,RG,at,both,9me,
points,,sugges9ng,the,presence,of,rare,bacteria,between,groups.,,PC,,principle,coordinates;,WG,,whole,grain,,RG,,reﬁne,grain.,
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Conclusion and Future Directions
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Summary and Discussion
Objective of the current study was to advance the current knowledge on the
impact of increased WG consumption on immune function and gut microbiota
composition. To this end, we designed a 6-week, randomized, controlled trial to assess
the effect of WG as compared to RG within the context of a weight maintaining diet, and
included analysis of plasma alkylresorcinol (AR) to verify adherence to study diets. To
measure impact we included markers of systemic inflammation, phenotype and
functional aspects of the immune system, gut microbiota and short chain fatty acids
(SCFA). Our study utilized healthy adults with BMI ranging from normal to obese
(Chapter II).

Chapter II findings
!

For the study of the effect of WG on immune function and inflammatory
responses, and gut microbiota described in chapter II, we measured: 1) systemic and stool
inflammatory cytokine concentrations, and plasma lipopolysaccharide binding protein
(LBP) concentration, 2) lymphocyte subpopulations, ex vivo stimulated lymphocyte
proliferation and cytokine production, natural killer (NK) cell activity, delayed type
hypersensitivity (DTH) response, and immunoglobulin A (IgA) concentration, and 3) gut
microbiota composition and SCFA concentration.
Eighty-one participants completed the study, 40 (25M/15F) in the RG group and
41 (24M/17F) in the WG group. All participants were provided a 2-week run-in baseline
diet, following which baseline measurements were obtained. Following the run-in phase,
participants were randomized to the WG or RG intervention groups for 6 weeks. Follow-
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up measurements were assessed at the end of the 6-week intervention. There was no
significant difference in gender, age, BMI, race, education, marital status, or occupation
at baseline. As intended in the study design, body weight was maintained unchanged
from the baseline. While there was no difference in energy intake or total fat intake, we
observed difference in micronutrient intake, which reflects composition of the WG food
and the manufacturer’s fortification of refined cereals and white flour. In our study, the
fiber intake in the WG diet (40 g/d) met the recommended Dietary Guidelines for
Americans, while the intake of the RG diet (21 g/d) was slightly above the average intake
among adults. This resulted in a substantial increase in WG consumption to an average
of 207 ± 39 g/day, with a corresponding increase in plasma ARs, bowel movement, and
stool weight.
We found that short-term consumption of a WG rich diet as compared to a RG
diet had modest effects on gut microbiota composition, stool SCFA concentrations, and
phenotypic and immune function parameters. With regards to inflammatory markers,
there were no effects of WG consumption on plasma and stool cytokines concentrations,
or LBP concentration in plasma. Regarding phenotypic or functional immune
parameters, there were no effects of WG consumption on populations of T and B
lymphocytes, NK cells, naïve and memory subsets of CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes,
ex vivo production of cytokines after anti-CD3/CD28 stimulation of whole blood,
lymphocyte proliferation, DTH response, activity of NK cells, and concentrations of
saliva and stool IgA. However, there was a difference in total effector memory T cells
(p=0.03) and LPS-stimulated TNF-α production (p=0.04) in the WG group relative to the
RG group, suggesting that increased consumption of WG may have modest effects on
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immune responses to pathogens. With respect to gut microbiota and microbial
products, we observed an increase in the SCFA-producer Lachnospira (FDR-adjusted
p=0.25), a decrease in the pro-inflammatory Enterobacteriaceae (FDR-adjusted p=0.25),
and a difference in stool acetate concentration (p=0.02).
The strength of the present study is that the modest WG effects on immune and
microbiota parameters were found in the context of a controlled energy and
macronutrient diet where all food was provided to participants, which had allowed them
maintain their body weight constant, thus eliminating the confounding effect of weight
loss associated with increasing fiber consumption. Furthermore, the current study was
conducted in healthy individuals who are not likely immune-compromised or have high
inflammatory status. It is possible that more pronounced changes would have been
observed in participants preselected for high inflammatory status, or in the presence of
chronic disease. Future intervention studies should also consider including a variety of
grains since grains vary in types of fiber, and concentrations of phytochemicals and
micronutrients. For example, wheat provides small quantities of soluble fiber, while oats
are great sources of soluble fiber, which may differentially alter gut microbiota [1]. They
also vary in total phenolic contents, which are higher in barley, followed by oats, rye, and
wheat [2]. This is important because phenolic compounds have anti-inflammatory effects
[3] and are most bioavailable in soluble forms [4]. Finally, genomic and epigenetic
variation should be determined for the varied response to WG intake among individuals
in terms of change in gut microbiota, inflammation status, and immune response.
Therefore, we recommend that future WG intervention studies seeking to establish
benefits on gut microbiota, inflammation and immune function should consider the health
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status of participants, incorporate varieties of WG foods in the context of whole
foods, and control other components of diet.

Limitations
Power is an important consideration in evaluating the effect of WG consumption
on health effects. Although we used the available data for our primary outcomes
(inflammation, markers of cell-mediated immune function, and gut microbiota), the
studies available at the time were not WG intervention studies. The sample size
calculation of the current study was based on interventions investigating the effect of
vitamin E on cell-mediated immune function, and the effect of probiotic on the gut
microbiota, both in healthy elderly populations. This made it difficult to conduct a welladjusted power calculation with respect to effect size to study how WG potentially
impact the chosen primary outcomes. Another possible limitation was the source of the
WG, which in our study was mainly wheat. Wheat contains relatively less soluble and
more insoluble fiber than oats, rye, or barley, which may explain the observed modest
effects on gut microbiota and immune and inflammatory responses. Future studies are
needed to investigate the effects of different sources of WG on immune and
inflammatory responses, and gut microbiota composition.
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Conclusion and Future Directions
!

In conclusion, short-term consumption of a WG rich diet as compared to a RG
diet resulted in modest effects on gut microbiota composition, stool SCFA
concentrations, and phenotypic and immune function parameters. Our results are to some
degree consistent with the hypothesis that WG would improve immune function and
beneficially alter gut microbiota and stool SCFA concentrations. However, we could not
prove a beneficial effect of WG on inflammation.
It is important to keep in mind that the current study was conducted in healthy
individuals who are not likely immune-compromised or have high inflammatory status.
It is possible that more pronounced changes would have been observed in participants
preselected for high inflammatory status, or in the presence of chronic disease. In
addition, future intervention studies should also consider including a variety of grains
since grains vary in types of fiber, and concentrations of phytochemicals and
micronutrients. They also vary in total phenolic contents, which are higher in barley,
followed by oats, rye, and wheat [2]. This is important because phenolic compounds
have anti-inflammatory effects [3] and are most bioavailable in soluble forms [4].
Finally, genomic and epigenetic variation should be determined for the varied response to
WG intake among individuals in terms of change in gut microbiota, inflammation status,
and immune response.
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